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Deliverable D2.3a ResumeNet

Summary

This deliverable presents the preliminary version of the ResumeNet project’s adaptation frame-
work, which implements the two phases of remediation and recovery of our D2R2 + DR
strategy. Initially, three scenarios are presented which provide the requirements the adaptation
framework has to fulfil. From these requirements, we derived an architecture for the frame-
work. It is based on the DISco system, introduced in D2.2a, which triggers remediation and
recovery steps by informing the adaptation framework about ongoing challenges and their ces-
sation, respectively. Designs on how to realize this architecture are presented, thereafter. One
design is based on access control policies, whilst the second is based on obligation policies.
Finally, we introduce the Graph Explorer – a technology to assist the policy-based adaptation
framework with solving topology-related optimization problems.

This deliverable will be updated by its final version in six months. We provide information
throughout the deliverable on how we are proceeding with our work and its expected integration.
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Deliverable D2.3a ResumeNet

1 Introduction

In this deliverable, and the accompanying deliverable D2.2a, we present the design of Re-
sumeNet’s architecture for network resilience. D2.2a presents the implementation of the chal-
lenge detection stage of our D2R2+DR strategy. Based on the detection of ongoing challenges
and their cessation, remediation and recovery actions are to be executed. The purpose of re-
mediation is to minimise the e!ect on service delivery, at all levels of the protocol stack, after
an adverse event and during an adverse condition. Corrective action must be taken at all levels
to minimise the impact of service failure, including correct operation with graceful degrada-
tion of performance. Once a challenge has ceased, the network may remain in a degraded
state. Thus, recovery aims to bring the system back to its original and normal operational
mode, including control and management of the network. In this deliverable, we present an
architecture for such a remediation and recovery framework.

This general framework has to be applicable to a large set of very di!erent network scenar-
ios. In order to derive appropriate requirements, we studied three deployment scenarios, and
defined uses cases for them. The scenarios are:

Carrier grade wireless mesh backhaul networks A heterogeneous mesh network, composed
of di!erent nodes with di!erent functionalities and capabilities, is used to connect mobile
terminals to the Internet. The use cases define di!erent resilience requirements for the
establishment of the backhaul channels.

Opportunistic networks Episodic connectivity of mobile nodes are used to establish temporal
end-to-end paths for data exchange. The use case introduces additional requirements
toward resource constraint devices and lack of trust amongst interacting nodes.

Enterprise service networks A network that allows users to connect to a variety of di!er-
ent services via di!erent access paths. The use case is introducing requirements for
adaptable, but scalable access control provisioning.

The scenarios and use cases, together with the derived requirements, are shown in detail
in Section 2. Based on these, we designed the ResumeNet architecture for network resilience
which, is presented in Section 4. This framework is based on DISco’s API (the Distributed
Information Store for Challenges and their Outcome; see D2.2a [MSF10] for details), but does
not make any assumptions on how this store is implemented. As for the resilience architecture,
DISco has to be scalable to the variety of di!erent network deployments, which will lead to
di!erent implementations of DISco.

The ResumeNet project’s chosen implementation of the resilience architecture uses polices
to configure adaptation for remedying challenges. The architecture itself is not limited to
this, and it might indeed be interesting to compare other implementation approaches; this
is outside the scope of the ResumeNet project and this deliverable. In D1.3a [SSFK10] we
present our investigations of two di!erent types of policy languages, which we consider suitable
to build the resilience architecture: Ponder2 [D+01] as an obligation policy language and
XACML [OAS09] as an access control policy language with obligation policy support. In
this first draft of the resilience framework, we focus on the second type of policy languages
to exemplify implementations of our resilience architecture. The first implementation adapts
access control policies in response to detected challenges, whereas the second is using access
control policies as triggers for obligation policies that adapt the system configuration.
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This deliverable is concluded by a summary and an outlook on future work in Section 5.
Papers stemming from activities related to the remediation framework are appended to this
document.

2 Scenarios, use cases and requirements

We use three scenarios (wireless mesh networks, opportunistic networks, and enterprise net-
works) to extract requirements for the framework. The future Internet will be comprised of
many di!erent network architectures, and these scenarios are representative of some them.
For each scenario, we identify a set of challenges that are pertinent in that context, and sub-
sequently derive requirements for the remediation framework. The requirements we show are
not necessarily disjoint across the three scenarios. A single design decision for our framework
can fulfil more than one stated requirement.

2.1 Mesh network scenario

A specific scenario which we want to examine considers wireless mesh networks. A mesh net-
work typically consists of mesh routers, mesh clients, and mesh gateways. These are connected
by wireless links in a mesh topology. The mesh gateways provide connectivity to external net-
works (like the Internet), while mesh routers relay the tra"c within the mesh network itself.
In many cases, the mesh routers are fixed, have more resources and are connected to an ex-
ternal power source. This means that they are capable of performing more computation or
communication intense tasks, as opposed to ad hoc networks, where all nodes are normally
very resource-constrained.

Wireless mesh networks can be used for a variety of applications ranging from emergency
scenarios to community Internet coverage to operator backhauls. Generally, resilience and load
balancing are considered to be among the major advantages of mesh over tree topologies.
This is because of increased path diversity, so that tra"c, which cannot be forwarded along a
certain path between two nodes due to congestion or link failures, might as well be forwarded
along a di!erent path. In tree topologies, a pair of nodes is connected only via one unique
path without alternatives.

Given ResumeNet’s objective to provide network resilience, mesh networks in the context
of wireless operators’ backhauls, e.g., carrier-grade wireless mesh networks, probably have the
most stringent resilience requirements. In carrier-grade wireless backhauls, one typically tries
to operate on highly stable link conditions, e.g., either with point-to-point links (directed
antennas) or using high link margins to allow for fluctuations without a!ecting guaranteed
data rates. Since capacity in wireless mesh backhauls is, however, very limited compared to
traditional wireline backhauls, careful tra"c engineering has to be performed to exploit the
available resources optimally. In carrier-grade mobile backhauls, this is ideally done via Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [RVC01], where Label Switched Paths (LSPs) are set up
along with resource reservations based on a static pre-determined tra"c matrix.

A more flexible approach is taken in the European FP7 project CARMEN (Carrier-grade
Mesh Networks) [Ban]. Instead of using tra"c matrices, LSPs are set up on demand. In
order to avoid LSP setup signalling per flow, CARMEN introduces so-called pipes, which are
flow aggregates. A pipe may accommodate one or multiple flows of the same QoS class. It
is then the task of the so-called Capacity Handling Function (which includes the admission
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous wireless mesh architecture according to CARMEN.

control) to determine the optimal dimensioning of pipes. The larger a pipe, the more flows
can be admitted to that pipe without additional signalling. On the other hand, large pipes
might waste precious capacity, if they are not e!ectively used. Hence, pipes are a tuneable
compromise between static LSP and resource setup and per-flow reservations.

In CARMEN, routing of LSPs is decided by a central entity called Pipe Computation
Element (PiCE) residing on the wireless backhaul’s gateway. In Figure 1, this gateway is
depicted as CGW. This allows placing LSPs in a more optimal way due to the PiCE’s global
knowledge of all link states and existing LSPs. Optimal placement of LSPs would not only
refer to capacity exploitation, but also to link reliability-awareness and backup mechanisms
to remedy link failures. However, in terms of backup mechanisms and resilience, CARMEN
currently does not specify much. In the following, we will describe three types of tra"c
in a CARMEN-type carrier-grade wireless mesh backhaul with di!erent requirements as to
remediation.

2.1.1 Use Cases

As three specific use cases in the context of the wireless mesh networks scenario described
in this section, we consider three classes of tra"c which we use as examples to validate the
feasibility of our approach to network resilience.

Use case 1: Best e!ort (BE) tra"c specifies no resilience requirements to protect the guar-
anteed bandwidth, latency or jitter. The only requirement for this class of tra"c is to
get delivered eventually. An example would be email tra"c.

Use case 2: Better than best e!ort (BTBE) tra"c specifies resilience requirements which
are somewhat relaxed (so called soft QoS requirements). This means that some packet
loss can be tolerated, for example, if it does not exceed a certain threshold. Example
applications for this tra"c class are online multi-player games.

Use case 3: Premium tra"c specifies strict resilience requirements in terms of packet loss
rates, maximum loss gap size, latency, etc. Examples for this class are trading and
control applications; another example would be voice tra"c.
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Based on these use cases, we identify challenges for the carrier-grade wireless mesh backhaul
network. These challenges are introduced next, and their potential impact assessed to build
resilience mechanisms for them.

2.1.2 Challenges

There are a number of challenges which could a!ect the use cases described above. Some of
these challenges can be classified as follows:

1. Wireless links

• Capacity fluctuation (single/multiple)

• SNR/BER fluctuation

• Link failure (single/multiple)

• Long-term link degradation (single/multiple)

• Jamming

• Network partitioning

2. Physical equipment

• Theft

• Malicious switch o!

• Failure

• Manipulation

• New mesh nodes

3. Tra"c overload

• Inappropriate tra"c estimation/network dimensioning

• Sudden demand increase (e.g. flash crowds)

• Demand imbalance

• Sudden latency increase (extreme sensitivity of WLAN to load)

• Congested network areas

4. Mobility/Handover

• Session disruption/dropping

• Sudden demand shift

5. Routing protocol

• Long IP routing table convergence times

• Route oscillations

• Attacks on the routing protocol
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Obviously, this list is not complete. However, it lists the major challenges which are
especially relevant for wireless networks, in particular a wireless mesh network context. The
first category refers to the nature of wireless links. As opposed to wired links, wireless links have
a fluctuating quality. While reasons such as wind, temperature, humidity, movements within
the fresnel zone, etc. must be considered inevitable, as a special cause for link quality changes
we list jamming attacks. Fluctuations in link quality translate into varying bit error rates,
which in turn need to be addressed using increased redundancy, either in terms of Forward
Error Correction (FEC) or more robust Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS). Both FEC
and MCS adaptations lead to changes in the e!ective link capacity. In the extreme case, a
link might fail completely. If the disturbance has a larger scale (regional weather conditions,
for instance), there might be concurrent failures of multiple links. Another e!ect of a weather
change could be a longer-term degradation of the link quality. In cases of complete link failures,
the network might even become partitioned into multiple disconnected parts.

Another category considers the physical equipment of wireless mesh networks. Since the
individual mesh nodes are located outdoors, they are principally susceptible to theft, which
leads to nodes disappearing suddenly. The same e!ect would be there in case of node failures
or malicious switching o! of nodes. Alternatively, nodes might be manipulated both in terms
of software and, here more important, in terms of hardware (e.g., tilting antennas). As an
opposite to node theft or failure, e.g., node disappearance, new nodes joining the mesh network
also pose a certain challenge. This is because the new nodes must share the available radio
resources with the existing nodes. Connecting a new mesh node to the existing mesh requires
wireless capacity which might need to be taken away from other links in the vicinity. This in
turn might trigger many re-routing operations in the worst case.

A third category of challenge represents various forms of tra"c overload situations. The
required network capacity might not have been estimated and thus provisioned appropriately, so
there might be a general capacity shortage in the whole or parts of the network. There can also
be sudden and unexpected demand increases in a certain part of the network on a short time
scale. The tra"c demand might also be highly unbalanced in a temporal way. The demand
pattern might completely change between day and night, for example. In such cases, it may
be hard to statically provision a network in a way that is satisfactory in all circumstances. As
certain MAC protocols, especially contention-based protocols, like the IEEE 802.11 Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF), are extremely sensitive to tra"c load in terms of packet delivery
latency (exceeding a certain load threshold might increase the average latency from a small to
a totally unacceptable level), tra"c overload can also lead to unpredictable latency increases.
Finally, too much load originating in di!erent parts of the network might not pose a problem
at the network edge, but might still lead to congested hotspots in highly frequented network
areas, such as close to the gateways.

Further, there are challenges due to mobility and thus handovers of the mobile terminals
accessing the wireless mesh network. On the one hand, handovers can lead to session dis-
ruptions. In the worst case, sessions might even be dropped completely, because there is not
enough access or backhaul capacity in the target access node. On the other hand, coinciding
node mobility and handovers of multiple nodes can lead to unexpected and sudden capacity
demand increase at certain parts of the network.

Finally, there are challenges pertaining to the routing protocol itself. In cases of link failures,
updated information must always be propagated through the network as part of the routing
protocol. A decisive factor here is the convergence time, e.g., the time a routing protocol
needs to bring all routers in the network into a consistent and up-to-date state again. In
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wireless networks with the constant threat of link state changes (degradations, failures), routing
protocols might converge too slowly to allow e"cient forwarding of packets. For example, a
widely-used routing protocol for wireless mesh networks, the Optimized Link State Routing
Protocol (OLSR) [CJ03], was found to converge only in the order of seconds after link failures,
which is clearly unacceptable for most scenarios. Another problem that routing protocols face,
particularly in wireless networks, is that of oscillating routes if links switch between going
down and coming up again. Furthermore, there are a range of intentional attacks on routing
protocols. Some of them are listed in Deliverable D2.2a [MSF10]. However, most of these are
not really specific to wireless networks, but apply in wired networks as well.

Note that [MSF10] lists some additional challenges in the context of selfish behaviour in
the network or MAC layer. While this is very relevant for “personally-owned” mesh networks
with a decentralized control, and little trust relationships between the mesh nodes, selfishness
should not be relevant to the same extent in our case of operator-owned and -managed mesh
networks. Hence, selfishness is not considered in this section.

While it is impossible to occupy ourselves with all mentioned challenges at the same time,
we have opted to start our examinations with four key challenges and determine their impact
on our three use cases. Based on this impact, appropriate remediation measures then have to
be taken. This will be described in the following subsection. The five challenges we selected
are:

1. jamming attacks (as a source for link degradation/failure)

2. new nodes joining the network

3. malicious switching o! of a node

4. tra"c overload

2.1.3 Requirements

Table 1 summarizes the impact, defence and remediation mechanisms resulting from the four
challenges we selected. Since addressing these challenges is generally a joint e!ort of proactive
and reactive actions, we list not only the necessary remediation actions but also some appro-
priate defensive measures that could be taken to help prevent the challenges from occurring
in the first place.

As can be seen from Table 1, while the impact of a challenge is obviously the same for all
use cases, the required defensive measures and remediation actions can di!er considerably. In
the case of a jamming attack, for example, the obvious impact is a degradation or even failure
of one or multiple links in the a!ected region. A defensive measure to prevent such attacks
from having a large impact would first of all be a careful frequency planning in the network.
This means that a particular frequency channel and also neighbouring channels should only
be reused as far apart from each other as possible. Then, when an attack occurs at a certain
channel, the probability that it will a!ect more than a single wireless link is reduced.

For BE tra"c, careful frequency planning may actually be enough of a defensive measure.
In case of an attack, a remediation action would be to discover a new route to the a!ected
destinations and use that route once it is found. Tra"c is bu!ered in the meantime.

For BTBE tra"c, however, long bu!ering phases during route discovery can probably
not be tolerated. Hence, an alternate route must already be available, once an attack occurs.
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Since this route should not be a!ected by the same jamming attack as well, the alternate route
must be link-disjoint, ideally, it will be node disjoint. Thus, in addition to robust frequency
planning, a multipath scheme like path protection should be employed as a defence against
jamming attacks for BTBE tra"c.

As a remediation action, a simple switch-over to the alternate path could be done. Only
if all alternate paths are broken as well, a new route needs to be discovered. Based on this
discussion, the following requirement can be derived:

R 1: Some remediation decisions and actions might be made completely locally.

Generally, once a primary route fails, the path protection scheme should proactively discover
a new route to protect the alternate path in case that one fails as well. Actually, a jamming
attack might not lead to complete link failure, but just to increased bit error rates and thus
packet loss. Hence, a first remediation strategy might in fact be to add FEC or employ ARQ
along the a!ected route. Only if this does not remedy the situation, path switch-over will be
performed.

Generally, this shows three important requirements for our remediation framework.

R 2: Since the root cause of a challenge will not always be available, the remediation framework
must try remedies at di!erent levels of abstraction (e.g., from specific to general).

R 3: The remediation framework must be able to assess the achieved impact of the actions
which it has installed previously.

R 4: The remediation framework must be able to update or override previous actions in case
the latter have not been successful.

Also, we see that we need certain elements in our framework to make the suggested
remediation happen. First, we need to be able to measure metrics like packet loss, bit error
rate, etc. Second, these measurements must be communicated to the remediation framework.

R 5: Measurements which are responsible for challenges must be communicated to the reme-
diation framework.

Third, our remediation framework must be able to tell (source) nodes to use FEC or
(destination) nodes to employ ARQ.

R 6: Our remediation framework must be able to install/remove/modify certain remediation
actions remotely.

In terms of the CARMEN architecture, where pipes are used to transport user flows, packet
loss could actually be measured on an aggregate level, e.g. for complete pipes. Likewise, re-
routing of tra"c would also naturally happen in terms of pipes, not individual flows. If pipes
are too large to be re-routed as a whole, they can be split into smaller pipes and treated
individually. Treating flows within a pipe individually can, for example, also make sense when
tra"c shaping is necessary to reduce overload (see Table 1). At least for premium tra"c,
potentially also for BTBE tra"c, it might be more reasonable to drop individual flows rather
than randomly dropping packets from all flows to an extent, where none of the flows upholds
an acceptable level of service any more. Of course, not all nodes might support this per-
flow packet treatment. Hence, generally, the remediation measures which can be performed
strongly depend also on the capabilities of the involved nodes:

R 7: Our remediation framework must be aware of the nodes’ remediation capabilities.

For premium tra"c, even path protection is generally not enough. As link failures in a
multi-hop route can occur close to the destination (e.g., several hops away from the source),
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the information in typical multipath protocols must be propagated back all the way to the
source in order to allow the latter to switch-over to the alternate path. In the meantime, all
sent packets will be lost. For tra"c with very small packet inter-arrival times like voice, the loss
gap might become significant. Hence, for premium tra"c, we propose a more sophisticated
protection scheme called rope-ladder protection. This scheme is described in detail in the
paper in the appendix of this deliverable.

For the remaining challenges, we refrain from iterating through them in detail here, since
most of Table 1 should be self-explanatory. Besides, these are just examples to convey an
impression of what our remediation framework must be able to perform. In Section 4, the
framework will be discussed in more detail and a general architecture which meets the require-
ments exemplified here will be presented.

2.2 Opportunistic network scenario

Because they represent a networking paradigm where challenges are prevalent during “normal”
operation, opportunistic networks are another scenario that we examine. Opportunistic net-
works consist of typically mobile nodes that are intermittently connected to each other using
short range communication. In contrast to most other networks, no end-to-end path between
communicating nodes is assumed. Nodes store, carry, and forward messages on encountering
other nodes. A store-carry-forward (SCF) transport service [SKH+02] allows the forwarding of
data to a node that is not connected to the source at the time the data is sent, if there exists
a ‘temporal path’ between source and destination. A ‘temporal path’ is a set of links that con-
nects a source and destination over time, where link ln+1 exists after link ln has existed, and
the data is forwarded. Node mobility is thus important for data dissemination, since it causes
contact opportunities between di!erent nodes and also allows nodes to physically transport
data to bridge areas where no connectivity might be available.

Access to the world’s networks has become a commodity in a large number of coun-
tries, where infrastructure, such as optical fibres, is readily available. However, there are
regions, often remote, vast and sparsely populated, and with a relatively poor economic base,
where the deployment of constant connectivity is not viable. Projects like N4C [Ud] or Ze-
braNet [JOW+02] aim to provide basic email and (cached) Web access to such remote areas
using opportunistic networks, improving the quality of life for the population. The N4C initia-
tive, for example, aims to support the desire of the nomadic Sami people in northern Sweden
to attend school remotely, allowing the family to stay together for a longer time. Providing a
resilient networking service is therefore of importance.

The European Haggle project [NGR09] makes it easy to exchange application content,
such as pictures and music files, directly between mobile phones using either Bluetooth or
WiFi. Content is disseminated between the phones based on the match between the content’s
metadata and interests declared by users, similar to publish/subscribe systems. The matching
between content and interests is realised using search functionality, which means that content
is ranked and hence disseminated according to how well it matches users’ interests.

Opportunistic networks have some mechanisms built in to make the network resilient to
intermittent connectivity. The store-carry-forward transport service is only possible due to
late binding of, for example, addresses and progressive forwarding decisions on the nodes.
Resilience is increased by introducing redundancy and spreading multiple copies of the same
data distributed to di!erent nodes. By having multiple copies, chances that at least one of
the copies is on a (non-predictable) temporal path are improved. Furthermore, resolution
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mechanisms ensure relevant data is passed on and the priority of non-relevant data is lowered.

2.2.1 Challenges

If unlimited resources are available, epidemic forwarding of data would be the most e"cient
strategy to spread data in terms of delivery ratio and delay. Unfortunately, mobile nodes have
limited storage and battery, requiring less aggressive strategies to forward data, and resource
management to remove data from storage.

The main challenge in opportunistic networks is thus related to the intermittent connectivity
and disconnections. Even though the protocols are designed to be late binding and delay
tolerant, the contacts are dynamic and not predictable. In other words, it is not obvious what
forwarding or resource management strategy to use at a given time of operation. Furthermore,
the lack of an end-to-end path makes it di"cult to get immediate and complete information
about the state of the network to coordinate the operation.

There are many reasons for data not to be delivered or delayed. Obviously, there might be
no (temporal) connectivity available, but also storage overflow (e.g., congestion) can lead to
degraded operation similar as in traditional networks. Also, a forwarding strategy might decide
to not forward data to certain nodes missing possibly crucial opportunities to keep the data
on a valid temporal path. And finally, node selfishness to not forward data on other’s behalf
can be another reason for degraded operation.

Concerning the D2R2 +DR strategy, detection is likely to be the most di"cult to achieve
because of the lack of an end-to-end or network view to evaluate some quality of service
or to detect faults. Defence mechanisms, on the other hand, are already provided by using
redundancy and store-carry-forward. Other defence approaches include reputation systems
to evaluate the trustworthiness of nodes or game theoretical ideas to promote participation.
However, the optimal defence might be too expensive in terms of resources. A possible
remediation strategy is to adapt the parameters of the defence mechanisms, that is, to change
the forwarding strategy or resolution parameters. Recovery is again coupled to the problem of
detection to decide when to go back to normal operation.

2.2.2 Requirements

Resilience mechanisms for opportunistic networks have to deal with local information because
the network typically is only weakly connected. Nodes can to some extent exchange information
about their view on the network state, but need to be able to make local decisions because a
central service cannot be assumed to be available. Considering these points, we can identify
the following requirement:

R 8: The components necessary for ensuring network resilience should be able to run on a
single network node, allowing local decision making.

In many cases, the capabilities of the devices used in opportunistic networks can be limited.
For example, they could be limited in computational, memory and power resources. Previous
work in the context of WMNs has shown that devices cannot reliably execute some intrusion
detection tasks; similar problems could be evident in some opportunistic networking contexts.
Furthermore, for projects like ZebraNet mentioned earlier, the availability of power sources is
likely to be limited. The following requirement can be defined from these points:

R 9: Versions of the resilience framework with limited functionality should be deployable. This
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leads to the requirement of using a modular design, where aspects of the framework can be
optionally not implemented, or implemented in a deployment-specific way.

Devices in an opportunistic network could leverage the capabilities of peer devices to, for
example, enable better detection, or provide a consistent remediation strategy across nodes.
In some cases, the nodes that will be used to improve resilience may have no previous trust
relationship (e.g., they may not have encountered each other before), yet still could be essential
to enabling better resilience. With these two points in mind, we can identify the following
further requirements:

R 10: Instances of the resilience framework should be able to rapidly form peer relationships
with other framework instances.

R 11: No previous trust relationship should be necessary to enable interaction between frame-
work instances.

As the opportunistic networking scenario represents an extreme case of a network, the initial
resilience framework cannot take all its “limitations” into account. However, we will in the
upcoming months investigate to what extent the framework assuming complete information
about the network (e.g., graph explorer, information forward) can be distributed using local
information and autonomous decisions.

2.3 Enterprise service network scenario

An enterprise service network scenario is the third example which we examine. Service networks
have always been a critical component of telecommunication networks. They provide the final
connection to the customer and are usually considered among the most expensive components
in terms of maintenance cost and repair. In addition, people are becoming increasingly de-
pendent on access to services in their daily behaviour. New access technologies are developed
constantly in order to deliver new services and therefore attract more users. These services
often require a more reliable network with increasing resource demands like bandwidth and
storage capacity, which becomes a real challenge to modern access technologies (e.g., mobile
networks).

In contrast with opportunistic networks, access networks implement end-to-end connection
between customers and the services they require. However, components of a service network
can be subject to outages and failures. Access providers thus often implement multiple paths
to resources in order to increase the network dependability and to better contain accidental
failures. Network protocols (e.g., TCP, BGP) are therefore conceived to adapt automatically
to failures, e.g., by redirecting tra"c.

Service networks are not only used to ensure end-to-end connection between users and
service providers. They also provide infrastructure services, e.g., DNS, but also more advanced
services such as user authentication, email (e.g., instant email access for mobile networks),
hosting servers and others. These services grow rapidly dependent on each other, potentially
rendering the whole service infrastructure vulnerable to failures. For illustrative purposes, we
show the example of a basic service, namely a webmail service. A webmail service first relies
on a DNS server. It also includes a web application (e.g., Horde) which uses a remote mail
delivery service (e.g., IMAP). When email users are authenticated through the use of a directory
service, and when mailboxes are stored on a remote network file sharing service, we rapidly
obtain a chain of interdependent services. The failure of any of these services renders all the
rest of the chain useless. We use the enterprise service network scenario in order to learn more
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about their challenges and the requirements to obtain a better resilience for those networks.

2.3.1 Challenges

In the example of enterprise service networks, access would be guaranteed if unlimited path re-
dundancy is provided. Many companies spend excessive resources for providing and maintaining
over-provisioned server farms. Multiplying redundant paths does not only expend maintenance
costs, but only using redundancy does not fulfil every need in terms of network resilience.
Some trade-o! must be reached between defensive investments, in terms of access redun-
dancy, and remediation solutions. Access network challenges are not restrained to accidental
failures, but also deliberate attempts to break down the system (intrusions) are an increasing
challenge. The implementation of multiple access paths to the same resource provides more
opportunities to an attacker to find some security breaches in order to gain fraudulent access
to a resource. Intrusion attempts are di"cult to prevent and consequently the access network
must dynamically adapt to security challenges by isolating a threatened path, but also keeping
access through other paths. Dynamic tra"c redirection is therefore among the requirements
for a resilient access network framework.

Tra"c congestion and the unbalanced use of redundant access paths also constitute a
challenge to access networks; the quality of experience could vary for each redundant access
path. This challenge is either provoked by some malicious activities (e.g., Distributed Denial
of Service), or due to dynamic user behaviour. The remediation to such challenges di!ers
according to whether they are due to deliberate attempts or not. In both cases, the access
policy must be updated in order to remedy the challenge.

In the former scenario, the attacker must be prevented from proceeding with his attack, by
denying the attacker access to the target service. Reacting to attacks requires coordination of
multiple decisions to remediate the challenges brought by the attack success. Local decisions,
such as blocking elementary access paths, are believed to be ine!ective as the attackers often
learn about these techniques which become easy to bypass.

In the latter case of dynamic user behaviour, either automated tra"c redirection must
be enforced, or incentives must be provided for users to select other access paths. However,
redundant access paths may provide di!erent service quality, and thus the balancing between
redundant paths must also consider the characteristics of each access path. A certain strat-
egy for resilience should be implemented at the access policy level in order to satisfy user
requirements.

2.3.2 Requirements

Enterprise service network challenges are often observed on multiple control devices imple-
mented in the network. These challenges are less likely to be fully characterized from only
local observations and therefore local devices are not always capable of providing comprehensive
remediation strategies. A central management of elementary observations is thus required to
correlate elementary observations and guide remediation strategies accordingly. Consequently,
we identify the following requirement for the remediation framework:

R 12: The resilience framework must be capable of implementing global remediation decisions
which are driven by multiple observations on multiple control devices in the system.

Meanwhile, the implementation of global response decisions requires knowledge about
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local control devices and their capabilities. Those devices do not a!ect the way remediation
strategies have been taken, but only the way they are enforced in the system. The enforcement
process must be aware of the overlying network services and their dependencies. The knowledge
about service dependencies influence the way remediation decisions are enforced, and helps to
assess their impacts. The following two requirements can be inferred from these specifications:

R 13: The resilience framework must separate the mechanisms which propose global remedi-
ation decisions from those which translate and locally implement those decisions.

R 14: The local implementation of remediation decisions must be context-aware. It must
consider all the dependencies in the system in order to better apply remediations while not
harming the configuration of its services.

The translation and deployment of globally taken and high level remediation specifications
is not a straightforward process. Multiple devices are often implemented in key points of the
system. Those devices often have limited capabilities and a restricted view of the system,
due to their local placements. A single high-level decision must be translated into more than
a single low-level configuration, which applies to a single control point. A coordination of
multiple low-level decisions, which considers the capabilities of each control point, is therefore
to be specified. Subsequently, we may highlight the following requirement:

R 15: The resilience framework must be able to coordinate the di!erent capabilities for dif-
ferent control points in order to better enforce remediation decisions.

According to the D2R2+DR framework, remediation is a direct consequence of challenges
to the already implemented defensive measures. Multiple devices are therefore configured in
order to protect the system and defend against challenges. As part of a remediation strategy,
those devices are dynamically reconfigured in order to adapt to new challenges. Unfortunately,
and due to their limited capabilities, those devices may be sometimes unable to react to some
challenges. The resilience framework must be able to trace the enforcement of high-level
decisions, identify scenarios of limited capabilities and adapt to the expected consequence of
this. The following requirement can therefore be specified:

R 16: A feedback mechanism is required in order to enable the resilience framework to adapt
remediation decisions to better fit the limited capabilities of control devices.

As a direct consequence to the feedback process, some adaptations to the remediation
strategy are likely to be specified. These adaptations often conflict with other high-level
requirements. The management of these conflicts is believed to be necessary. The conflict
management process should not be static, but dynamic in order to adapt to the existing
challenges. Some remediation decisions thus have less priority in case of some less damaging
challenges, but have a higher priority for challenges which are believed to have more damage
on the system. We thus point out the following requirement:

R 17: The remediation framework must handle conflicts between multiple overlapping chal-
lenges which have conflicting requirements.

In Section 4, we discuss our framework. We describe its di!erent components which we
believe satisfy the aforementioned requirements. We also prove, with supporting evidence,
that this framework complies with all those requirements.
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3 Related work

As mentioned earlier, ResumeNet adopts a policy-driven approach to adaptation. The ben-
efits of using policies to enable the simplification and de-coupling of network management
activities have been proposed for some time [Ver02]. (For a more detailed description of the
application of policies to resilience, see ResumeNet deliverable D1.3a [SSFK10].) A number of
policy frameworks for network management that aim to realise Quality of Service requirements
have been proposed [LLS03, ZGLC03]. These approaches tend to focus on adaptation at the
network-level, for example, via the Di!Serv and RSVP architectures. Unlike these frameworks,
we must consider adaptation at multiple levels of the protocol stack (these early approaches
do not obviate this, but do not directly tackle the problem) to ensure resilience. Furthermore,
for network resilience, we have to consider uncertainty in various ways: both in terms of the
events that trigger adaptation, and the e"cacy of the adaption undertaken in response to an
event. We have seen little evidence of research that tries to tackle this problem, which we try
to address with specific architectural components.

Our framework is closely aligned with that proposed by the IETF [YPG00], in that we
identify system entities that are responsible for policy-based decision making, a Policy De-
cision Point (PDP) in IETF terminology, that enacts decisions on managed entities, Policy
Enforcement Points (PEPs). In particular, the realisation of the resilience framework for ac-
cess control, presented in Section 4.2.1, draws strongly from this work. As our framework is
intended for use in a number of scenarios, such as those described in Section 2, we do not
prescribe the configuration of these entities.

A number of approaches have been proposed to enable policy-based management of
MANETs [HMP06, CCC+04, PD04]. Many of these arrange the nodes in a MANET into
an hierarchy, where local policy engines associated with nodes are under the control of man-
agement entities that have broader domain knowledge (policies). We propose to adopt a
similar approach to this, but are less prescriptive. More specifically, we propose to investigate
the suitability of a set of interaction requirements defined for autonomous policy domains,
called Self-Managed Cells (SMCs) [SFLD+07], which can be used to form hierarchical and
peer relationships, in various scenarios, such as MANETs or Internet networks.

The EU-funded FP7 INTERSECTION Project [INT] has developed a similar overall archi-
tecture [DRS+08] to that proposed here for ResumeNet. Specifically, they propose the use
of so-called Reaction components that can be used to make decisions about how to remedy
intrusions in an implementation agnostic manner, e.g., via the use of policies. It is not well
defined how the INTERSECTION framework deals with detection events that do not clearly
specify the nature of the challenge. The INTERSECTION framework is intended to address
issues related to heterogeneity and multi-domain intrusion tolerance. We await the final project
results to determine what can be learned for ResumeNet from this work, as we have to address
similar issues in ours.

To some extent, the framework we present here will need to implement autonomic be-
haviour. A number of proposals have suggested that biologically inspired algorithms can be
used to enable self-adaptation [Das07, SBPL05], as we propose is necessary for resilience.
Furthermore, combining policies and biologically inspired algorithms have been proposed as a
way of realising self-* properties [BBD+06]. Our framework does not inhibit the application of
such approaches to self-adaptation. It is not yet clear what form the autonomic behaviour the
framework should implement, e.g., how and where to incorporate human operators to ensure
appropriate remediation, and is the subject of future work.
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4 Framework for network resilience

Based on the use cases and requirements presented in Section 2, a general architecture for
a network resilience framework has been designed. This section introduces the architecture
and details its components (see Section 4.1). Furthermore, two realisations of the general
architecture are described, in Section 4.2, that make use of access-control and obligation
policies. Finally, this section concludes with a description of the Graph Explorer – a tool that
can be used to inform the remediation of challenges through changes in topology.

4.1 Network resilience architecture

The general architecture of the remediation, recovery, and measurement framework is depicted
in Figure 2. It is based on the Distributed Information Store for Challenges and their Outcome
(DISco) which is described in detail in ResumeNet deliverable D2.2a [MSF10]. Basically,
this store collects all information from available sensors within the system. The sensors use
DISco’s publish method to make this information available. DISco uses detectors to correlate
the monitored events and to derive higher-level abstractions of this sensor information, which
finally lead to a Challenge Analysis Report (CAR). This report is published within DISco.

The Network Resilience Manager (NRM) is the network entity responsible for selecting
appropriate measures so that the system can maintain an acceptable level of service during
adverse conditions. The NRM obtains knowledge about ongoing challenges by means of CARs
published to DISco (cf. Requirement R 5). Having selected an appropriate remedy for the
reported challenge, the NRM has to deploy the new configuration on the Managed Entities
(ME). In some deployments the ME will reside on the same physical entity as the NRM (cf.
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Requirement R 8) but they will be treated as two logical entities providing the respective
functionality. This deployment is realized by enforcing the new configuration on all entities
a!ected by the remedy (cf. Requirement R 6 and R 15). A new configuration can be as simple
as a modification of a parameter, up to the complexity of changing the network subsystem –
adding new or removing currently deployed protocol entities. In heterogeneous environments,
with many di!erent devices and di!erent software versions, conflicts between requested and
supported configurations have to be expected. Therefore, a registration of remediation capable
functions is specified. This allows the NRM to select the possible remedies, and only send
enforcement requests which are actually supported by the managed entities (cf. Requirement
R 7 and R 15). This registration can be based on CCML [SBSH01], XOML [Lis10], or any
other protocol to exchange and negotiate component capabilities. But also static binding can
be considered appropriate, especially for smaller network deployments, e.g. the opportunistic
network scenario.

After issuing the enforcement of the new system configuration, a Remedy Report (RR) is
published in DISco. As the success of a remedy depends on many factors a success cannot be
guaranteed. Therefore, a specialized component – called Remedy Success Assessor – validates
the result of the remediation strategy. It does this by analysing the system parameters, which
previously triggered the challenge detection methods. Independent of the assessment result –
positive and negative assessments – a report, called an Assessment Report (AR), is published
in DISco (cf. Requirement R 3). This report will be used by machine learning mechanisms later
in the project. These learning mechanisms are envisioned to provide the basis for long-term
system diagnosis and refinement as part of the ResumeNet strategy.

Populating the resilience knowledge base has to be performed by the network operator.
In D1.1 we have presented a risk assessment process (see ResumeNet deliverable D1.1 [SS09]
for details) which provides some assistance for this step. The risk assessment depends on
the scenario, the defined use cases, and the requirements derived from these. As a result, this
process provides the challenges with the highest potential impact on the system, the vulnerable
services, and a prioritized list of assets. Based on this information the system engineer derives
which defensive mechanisms to install in the system, defines the interdependencies of the
various services of the system (cf. Requirement R 14) and defines policies which steer the
remediation process. We also postulated in D1.1 that the initial policy set should regularly
be refined based on observations of the success of invoked remedies. In general, the resilience
policies define the system behaviour in case of a detected challenge or failure. This basically
reflects that in some cases not all observed symptoms in the system can necessarily be correlated
to an ongoing challenge. In these cases, service failures can be detected and reported only with
an unknown source. Nonetheless, we refer to such a report as a challenge report, as the service
is experiencing challenging conditions. We emphasise that services from a network perspective
are not limited to a Layer 7 service, but include all protocols and network functionality on all
layers which provide a service to other entities on the local or remote system.

4.1.1 The Network Resilience Manager

The Network Resilience Manager (NRM), as depicted in Figure 2, is the core entity to drive the
adaptation of the system during adverse conditions. This architectural view of the framework
shows the interactions of the di!erent components, which are described in this section. It
is important to note that the NRM, despite being depicted as a centralized entity, is by no
means restricted to such a deployment. A centralized NRM would pose significant risks to the
resilience of a system, as it would be a single point of failure and therefore be a prime target
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for attacks by intelligent adversaries. Nevertheless, we will utilize such a centralized approach
to gain a system understanding and propose to distribute the di!erent functions in a second
step.

The main interaction of the NRM is the utilization of the information provided by DISco.
The NRM takes the role of a detector according to DISco’s terminology. DISco’s API is used
in the following way:

CAR subscription The Remediation Strategy Selector subscribes to all events of type CAR
for which a remedy is provisioned to be notified about the occurrence of such challenges.

Lookup events For some challenges more detailed information which is not directly included
in the CAR is required to determine an appropriate remedy. This information can be
looked up in DISco using the references provided in the CAR.

Publish RR In order to assess the success of the applied remedy, the NRM publishes which
remedy has been applied. The RR contains a reference to the CAR which led to the
remedy.

RR subscription The Remedy Success Assessor subscribes to all events of type RR.

Publish AR In order to support system refinement based on learning from earlier adaptation
cycles, the NRM has to store the applied remedies together with an assessment of its
success in DISco again. The AR contains a reference to the RR which triggered the
assessment.

Internally, the NRM is divided into three functional blocks and a knowledge base. The
knowledge base is populated with a resilience model specified by the system operator. It
contains rules and/or policies which direct the selection of remediation strategies in case of
detected challenges and failures. In Section 4.2, two examples, one using access control policies
and a second using obligation policies, illustrate potential modellings. The three functional
blocks are described now.

Remediation strategy selector ResumeNet follows a policy-based remedy selection ap-
proach. This means that a policy defines which measures to take if a certain challenge has
been detected. In addition, the system context is taken into account when selecting a remedi-
ation strategy (cf. Requirement R 14). Consequently, we follow the classical policy approach
of event, condition, and action. See ResumeNet deliverable D1.3a for details on this
approach to policies.

Upon receipt of a CAR the remediation strategy selector retrieves all policies from the
resilience knowledge base that are connected with the ongoing challenge and evaluates the
di!erent condition statements within the current system context. If only a single policy remains
after this evaluation, this policy is enforced on the respective managed entities within the
system. If there is more than one possible policy which can be applied for the ongoing challenge,
the policy with the highest priority is selected and enforced. These priorities are derived from the
results of the asset identification step of the risk assessment procedure proposed in ResumeNet
deliverable D1.1 [SS09]. If no policy is applicable to remediate the challenge in the current
system context, the selector investigates remediations on the service level. Therefore, it uses
the references within the CAR to identify the a!ected services. Again, priorities are used to
select which remedies to apply first. The same approach is used if DISco reports service failures
which cannot be assigned to a challenge.
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The selection of a remedy is the main objective of the remediation strategy selector. Besides
this there are two management objectives which need careful modelling: remediation state
management and CAR update management. Remediation state management deals with the
tracking of progress of a remediation, whereas CAR update management deals with changes
of the CAR by DISco.
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Figure 3: Remediation State Management

The process from being notified about an ongoing challenge to a successful remediation
is split into multiple steps. These are depicted in Figure 3. Remediation is started with the
receipt of the CAR. The selector creates a local state for the detected challenge, which records
the initiated remediation. First, a remediation strategy has to be selected and deployed on
the system. Having applied all required configuration changes leads to the publication of the
RR. A positive assessment of the system changes finishes the process, and the record state
for this challenge is irrevocably updated. Conversely, a negative assessment is fed back to the
remediation strategy selector.

The selector has to decide if an addition to the current strategy has to be applied or
if the current remediation strategy is substituted by an alternative in order to improve the
delivered service of the system (cf. Requirement R 2). Alternatively, the selector can also
decide that the applied remediation strategy remains unchanged, especially if there are no
alternatives or in case of additions being regarded to expensive to apply. In the extreme case,
the selector withdraws the applied remediation strategy, e.g., when it did not have any positive
e!ect, leaving the system in the degraded state, but making the resources available to other
remediations.

Having made the decision to abort the remediation e!orts for this challenge, the strategy
selector updates the local state for this challenge. The local state within the selector has to
be maintained until the end of the challenge is detected. The reason for this is two-fold: (1)
if a second challenge a!ects an already adapted service, a further remediation strategy has to
take the applied measures into account. This constitutes a part of the system context which
is checked during policy evaluation, (2) if an update for a finalized remediation is generated
by DISco, the selector has to access the current remediation status for this challenge again.

A challenge root cause analysis in DISco always has to rely on the currently available
measurements. Due to the challenging condition, such measurements can get lost, delivered
late, or even contradict other measurements. The information base for a challenge root cause
analysis increases over time. Therefore, issuing a CAR is always a balancing act between early
notifications of detected challenges and analysis accuracy. This implies that the remediation
strategy selector has to be designed in a way that it can handle updates of a CAR (cf. Re-
quirement R 4). DISco will issue updates of the CAR – publication of a CAR with the same
ID as the previous publication – if the root cause analysis reaches a di!erent conclusion, based
on newly received measurements. Four di!erent options how to handle such updates are pos-
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sible, depending on the remediation progress status: ignore update, abort remedy deployment,
modify selected remedy, and remove remedy.

The remedy report is published in its own namespace report.remedy within DISco. It
contains the selected remedy, in our case a reference to the used policy, and its parameters as
arguments and a reference to the CAR which has triggered the remedy selection.

Consultants Some remediations require more than a re-configuration of some system pa-
rameters. These cannot be expressed by simple rules and policies but need a more elaborated
preliminary work. As an example, based on the WMN use case, consider a strong interference
source in a wireless mesh network, which disrupts the wireless links of an area for a long period.
Such a challenge can only be remediated by relocating all data paths which have been using
one or more of the a!ected links. Finding a suitable new system configuration for all these
a!ected paths is an optimization problem which cannot be expressed in terms of policies.

In order to keep the complexity of the remediation strategy selector reasonable, we decided
to place these more elaborate functionality into separate components of our architecture. We
call these components consultants. As there might be many such consultants in the future an
interface between the remediation strategy selector and the consultants is required that allows
for extensibility. Within the ResumeNet project, we use the Graph Explorer (see section 4.2.3
for details) as a topological consultant component. The integration of this component is part
of ongoing work, and will provide a first specification of this interface.

In order to use these consultants, the resilience model has to connect certain challenges with
the consultants. In an obligation policy based approach, this could be modelled by specifying
two sequential obligations, where the first requests help from the consultant and the second
applies the changes to the system based on its response.

Remedy Success Assessor The remedy success assessor has to evaluate whether the selected
remedy was successful with respect to maintaining an acceptable level of service during the
ongoing challenging conditions. Therefore, it subscribes to all published remedy reports (RR).
Upon receipt of a newly issued Remedy Report, the remedy success assessor uses DISco’s lookup
method to get the latest measurements of the system parameters which have been a!ected by
the challenge. The identification of the required measurements is eased by DISco’s annotation
system. The assessor just has to use the references in the RR to retrieve the CAR and the
references in the CAR to retrieve the basic measurements which led to its publication. The
analysis of the new measurements allows the assessment of the success of the applied remedy.
This assessment is documented in an Assessment Report (AR) which is again published in
DISco.

The Assessment Report is published in its own namespace report.assessment within
DISco. It contains the result of the assessment giving measured and target values of the
relevant parameters. It also contains the reference to the RR which triggered the assessment.

If an assessment of an applied remedy is negative – for example, no improvement in service
quality is observed – the Remedy Success Assessor informs the Remediation Strategy Selector.
The selector has to decide if the remedy is modified, substituted or remains as deployed.
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4.1.2 Managed Entities

The managed entities are the components in the system which have to adapt to the current
network state. This can be the local system itself, a remote network node, or a network domain
(see Section 4.1.3 for details). In general, a managed entity consists of three components: a
network subsystem, a set of sensors, and a set of actuators.

Network subsystem This component hosts all protocol instances and support functions which
allow the system to communicate with other entities. The added defensive measures of
the system are also part of this subsystem. The protocols and functions which can be
modified in order to adapt to changes of the network state register actuators with the
system actuators, described below.

Sensors Sensors measure system parameters which allow the detection of ongoing challenges.
The measured information is published into DISco to allow detectors to search for chal-
lenge symptoms, correlate information and analyze the root cause of the problem. Sen-
sors can, like components of the network subsystem, be adapted to changes of the
network state. They also register actuators with the system actuators.

Actuators The actuators are the components in the managed entities which receive re-
configuration commands from the NRM and apply the necessary changes at the net-
work subsystem components and sensors. During initialization of the managed entities,
the actuators also register the supported re-configuration commands with the NRM to
prevent the issuing of commands which are not supported by the network subsystem
components or the sensors.

4.1.3 Framework Interactions

The three networking scenarios discussed in Section 2 are architecturally quite distinct. For
example, the WMN scenario describes a set of wireless routers that form a mesh and are under
the control of a centralised management entity (i.e., the PiCE). The opportunistic networking
scenario describes an environment where autonomous, and often disconnected, devices must
make local decisions about ensuring resilience, perhaps with assistance from peers. Meanwhile,
the enterprise service network scenario describes a context in which the entities for resilience
are part of a more “classical” networking architecture: i.e., devices forming local area networks,
forming larger networks and autonomous systems, where entities have both hierarchical and
peer relationships.

These distinct architectural styles suggest manifestations of the resilience framework should
be tailored to the particular network’s context. For instance, in an opportunistic network, an
autonomous instantiation of the framework could be realised per device (cf. Requirements
R 1, R 8), whereas in the WMN scenario, the realisation of the functionality of the framework
could be distributed amongst the wireless routers, with the PiCE taking the role of the NRM.
These di!erent forms of manifestation of the framework are presented in Figure 4. Further-
more, instantiations of the framework may interface with others, both in peer and parent-child
relationships. With this in mind, we must consider two important aspects:

1. How the various components that make up the framework coalesce to form a functioning
realisation of it, as they may be distributed and perhaps be under the control of di!erent
administrative entities. This must take into account that in some scenarios, not all of the
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Figure 4: Example framework configurations: a) opportunistic networks, with a complete
instantiation of the framework per device; and b) a wireless mesh network, with functionality
distributed amongst the entities in the network

components of the framework are needed, e.g., in an opportunistic networking scenario,
DISco may prove an unnecessary overhead (cf. Requirement R 9).

2. How instances of the framework (as an aggregate of its sub-components) interact with
other instantiations of the framework, for example, in other autonomous systems or peer
devices in an opportunistic network.

A potentially convenient abstraction for considering the second problem is to consider
an instantiation of the framework, as a so-called Self-Managed Cell (SMC) [SFLD+07] – an
autonomous (policy-driven) administrative domain. A SMC is an architectural concept applied
in the area of pervasive and autonomic computing, and describes an entity in a system that
is capable of autonomous operation (e.g., from a simple sensor to a body area network) that
can interface with other SMCs to perform some high-order task, or mission (cf. Requirement
R 10). The behaviour of a SMC is defined by policies. Obvious parallels can be drawn between
a SMC and our resilience framework.

Taking a SMC as a fundamental building block of a system, Schae!er-Filho et al. [SFLD+07]
propose a number of key abstractions and protocols that can be used to define SMC interac-
tions. Instances of the resilience framework could interact in a similar fashion. Two forms of
interactions are identified: peer and composition interactions.

Examples of resilience framework peer relationships that could occur include devices in an
opportunistic network running the framework needing to interact with other peer devices to,
for example, trade information regarding potentially malicious nodes. Similarly, Autonomous
Systems (ASes) may need to form peer relationships to mitigate a DDoS attack, e.g., to trace
or pushback the attack [WLLW06]. Requirements for peer interactions can be derived, similar
to those for SMCs:

1. A peer must be able to detect others and determine whether to initiate a communication.

2. A peer should be able to invoke operations on its peers, receive notifications, and inform
its peers of changes to its internal state, such as remedies that have been invoked, or
monitoring information.
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3. A peer should be able to influence (or more specifically configure) the behaviour of other
peers. This interaction could be realised by exchanging policies that a!ect behaviour, if
the configuring peer has the authority to do so.

4. A peer should be able to adapt and mediate the invocation of its exposed interfaces to
other peers, such that it can adopt di!erent roles based on the interaction context. For
example, an instance of the framework that performs adaptation at the AS-level could
expose an interface to its immediate trusted peer ASes, but a di!erent (more restricted
interface) to ASes that are not immediate peers.

The requirements for composition interactions are similar to those for peer interactions, but
composition enforces some restrictions. In a composition interaction, components are managed
by a containing component, e.g., an instance of the framework, to allow interactions on a larger
scale. For example, an instance of the framework that ensures the resilience of a system could
be composed with one that manages a LAN, and then again an instance that manages a network
as a whole, and so on. In this form of interaction, instances of the framework expose interfaces
for control to the containing instance, and discontinue advertising themselves independently,
ensuring interactions occur via the containing framework instance. By restricting interactions in
this way, the containing framework instance can ensure the contained frameworks are behaving
in a consistent fashion. A final requirement is that instances of the framework should only be
part of a single composition interaction.

By implementing these SMC requirements, we can address some of those placed on our
framework, described in Section 2. Specifically, by implementing the SMC requirement that
peers should be able to discover each other and exchange information (peer interactions 1 and
2 above) will realise Requirements R 7 and R 10. Furthermore, as discussed for Requirement
R 11, nodes should be able to interact without previous trust relationships, by enforcing the
SMC requirement that nodes can mediate their interfaces, enables restricted interfaces to be
exposed to untrusted peers.

As an example where SMC-like interactions can be deployed, consider the scenario depicted
in Figure 1, with multiple network types – WMN, LTE, WiMAX, WLAN and Core – that, for
instance, are (wholly or partially) under the same administrative control. In this scenario, there
could be an instance of the resilience framework configured in a manner that is appropriate to
the specific network architecture, as discussed earlier. Furthermore, a composition relationship
could be established across the various frameworks to enable co-ordinated configuration, as
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specific instances. The administrative domain framework could peer with others.
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depicted in Figure 5. This composition relationship could be used, for example, to ensure
consistent behaviour across the various instances of the framework, perhaps in response to a
challenge that a!ects the di!erent networks, e.g., a DDoS attack or a large-scale disaster. In
this case, using the interaction requirements discussed earlier, the behaviour of the network-
specific framework instances would be augmented by policies that are propagated from the
containing framework instance. Furthermore, interactions between framework instances, e.g.,
the WMN and core network, would propagate via the containing framework, which could make
the task of ensuring consistent behaviour across network domains more tractable.

With these requirements for interaction defined, we can begin to define the interfaces and
protocols that instances of the framework must implement to realise them. A set of these are
defined by Schae!er-Filho et al. in the context of pervasive computing. In our on-going work,
we will evaluate whether the interaction requirements described here are valid for our context
(e.g., whether the composition constraints are too restrictive in some contexts). Furthermore,
we will investigate whether the protocols and interfaces defined by Schae!er-Filho et al. are
suitable in the context of the various network architectures discussed in Section 2.

4.2 Network resilience technologies

In this section, we describe a number of technologies that can be used to realise aspects
of the generic network resilience framework. Initially, we describe approaches to realising
the framework using an access control policy-based approach that makes use of the Or-BAC
formalism. Subsequently, we describe a complimentary approach that makes use of obligation
policies to direct adaptation. Finally, this section describes an example consultant component
in the form of the Graph Explorer tool, which can be used to inform remedies based on
topological adaptations.

4.2.1 Access policy based remediation

As part of network resilience, the remediation process is guided by contextual access policies.
The adaptation of access policies aims to connect monitoring techniques with policy manage-
ment, in order to provide better remediation strategies. We observe that the deployment of
modern networks is associated with access control technologies, located at critical points of
the network. We therefore propose to link the detection performed by detection systems and
the access control mechanisms, to provide an adaptive security policy capable of dynamically
adjusting to challenging events. This comprehensive approach does not compete with the
application of defensive measures (Defend phase of the D2R2 model), but should take over
the application of remedying decisions once the challenge is properly identified.

We propose a framework which adapts access policies within a three steps process. In
the first step, we define abstract and global policies. These policies specify the normal (i.e.,
generic) behaviour of the network, as well as the default permissions granted to the network
users. They also specify the abstract requirements to be satisfied in case of challenges (i.e.,
the remediation policies) and the high level (i.e., minimal) security requirements. In the second
step, we define contexts as logical expressions, and we adapt abstract policies to challenges
through the use of these contexts. Policy contexts are evaluated using information included
in DISco (e.g., network topology, services, assets, etc.), as well as alert reports provided by
the detectors. Abstract policy rules are linked to the security contexts and therefore they are
activated when the events and challenges associated to these contexts actually hold in the
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system. In the third step, we propose a comprehensive process to deploy the new access policy
rules. This process includes a two-steps translation: it first transforms high-level policy rules
into elementary access rules, which take into account the service topology and its dependencies;
then it transforms elementary rules into concrete configurations which apply to each access
control point.

We use the Organization-Based Access Control (Or-BAC)[KBB+03] formalism to define
access policies. Or-BAC separates the definition of access policies from their concrete configu-
ration. It thus enables the adaptation of these policies without a!ecting the system operation.
The framework we propose for access policy adaptation is summarized in Figure 6.

In case of an enterprise service network scenario, the system being monitored includes
several control points (i.e., firewalls, services) which enforce access control policies. It also
includes sensors (i.e., detection and surveillance systems) which analyze network flows and
report events which are believed to constitute a challenge to the system. As discussed in Section
2 (R 13), sensors have each a limited view of the events being conducted in the system. Alert
correlation provides a more comprehensive description of the challenges brought by detected
events. Or-Bac threat contexts (in reference to challenges which provoke system threats)
are therefore defined. They extract relevant policy-based components from alerts. These
components contribute, either by provoking or being threatened, to the detected challenges.
We use the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF)[DCF07] which provides
a standard language to represent alerts. IDMEF represents alerts as XML files and so we
define contexts as XSL transformations which apply to alert files. Due to the need for more
comprehensive and global remediation strategies (R 12), contexts are not directly mapped
to decisions taken by the decision module (PDP). Instead, we define a Policy Instantiation
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Engine (PIE) which manages policy definitions in the Or-BAC model. Policy rules are therefore
associated to context definitions. Since Or-BAC manages contexts composition, we may specify
elaborated remediation decisions which consider multiple coordinated events associated each
with some threat contexts. The PIE thus infers concrete and dynamic policy rules from abstract
policy definitions and context information.

Concrete policy rules are high level specifications which must be coordinated between mul-
tiple control points (refer to R 15). We thus propose a Policy Decision Point (PDP) which
translates high level policy rules into low level configurations to apply on control points. The
PDP uses information about service dependencies in order to infer context-aware configura-
tions from high level policy specifications. Information about service configurations and their
requirements, in terms of resources and communication paths, is used by the PDP in order
to better adapt remediation specifications with service requirements. The PDP also updates
the configurations of sensors in order to trace the deployment of high level policies and report
anomalies due to the inability of access control points to implement some high level remedi-
ation decisions. We thus provide a feedback to the PIE in order to refine decisions and thus
providing a better remediation to challenges.

In the rest of this section, we detail the elements of the framework illustrated in Figure 6,
but first we provide a brief overview of the Or-BAC model to recall how dynamic policies can
be handled in this model.

Overview of the Or-BAC formalism Or-BAC uses the abstract triplet (Role, Activity,
View) instead of the concrete triplet (subject, action, object) when defining access con-
trol policies. An Or-BAC rule does not apply statically, but its activation depends on con-
textual conditions. Or-BAC introduces contexts [CM03] which constrain the activation of
an access rule to some conditions. An Or-BAC rule is thus defined as a 6-ary predicate:
Sr(Tp, org, role, activity, view, context) with Tp ! {Permission, Prohibition}. For in-
stance, the following rule specifies that in the organization corp, users are not allowed to login
to an intranet host outside working hours. Sr(Prohibition, corp, user, login, internal Host,
not(working hours)).

The organizational policy is then used to automatically derive concrete configurations of
PEPs. For this purpose, we assign to subjects, actions and objects, the roles they play in the
organization. In the Or-BAC model, this is modelled using the following predicates:

empower(org, subject, role): in organization org, subject is empowered in role.

consider(org, action, activity): in organization org, action is implemented in activity.

use(org, object, view): in organization org, object is used in view.

We also define logical conditions to specify when contexts are active. These are logical
rules that derive the following predicate: hold(org, subject, action, object, context). We say
that context c is active when it is possible to derive hold(org, s, a, o, c) for some subject s,
action a and object o. Using the model, one can then derive concrete authorizations that
apply to subject, action and object. For instance,let us consider Listing 1. The security rule
expresses a permission for a Role to make an Activity on a View in a given Context. The
predicates empower, consider and use indicate that Role, Activity and View are respectively
abstractions of Subject, Action and Object. When the considered Context is being held, we
can derive the fact that it is permitted for Subject to make Action on Object.

Listing 1: Derivation of Concrete Authorizations
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i s p e r m i t t e d ( Sub jec t , Act ion , Object ):!
Sr ( p e rm i s s i on , Org , Role , A c t i v i t y , View , Ctxt ) , ho ld (Org , Sub jec t , Act ion , Object , Ctxt ) ,
empower (Org , Sub jec t , Ro le ) , c o n s i d e r (Org , Act ion , A c t i v i t y ) , use (Org , Object , View ) .

Access Policy adaptation using Or-BAC As part of the remediation process in ResumeNet,
we use Or-BAC contexts to describe challenging scenarios. These contexts are further called
threat contexts. Meanwhile, the activation of threat contexts raises two major points: which
information is available to characterize threats and how do we use this information. We note
that to activate contexts, we activate complete hold facts, including subject, action and object.
We thus rely on information from alerts to identify network components concerned by a given
threat. We use for this purpose the IDMEF alert format. Even outside intrusion detection,
IDMEF provides an appropriate format to describe other challenges (e.g. log events analysis
with the Prelude framework1). We therefore define XSLTs to extract as many elements from
the alert as possible.

Unfortunately, the naive mapping from alert attributes to concrete policy components (e.g.,
IDMEF.Source to Subject, IDMEF.Classification to Action, IDMEF.Target to Object) is far
from su"cient. We actually need mappings that have di!erent granularities, and which take
into account di!erent scope of di!erent events (e.g., a DDoS attack is handled di!erently
than a targeted brute-force attack). We also need to specify complex response mechanisms
that take into account environmental information (e.g., we may need to identify the gateways
which are adjacent to a failed one). We thus propose to map between alert attributes and
policy components with a three steps process, which includes (1) a syntactic mapping, (2) an
enrichment and (3) a strategy application.

• Syntactic mapping extracts as many triples (subject, action, object) as possible from
the IDMEF message. Syntactic mappings are statically defined, a subject being for in-
stance the IP address of the source host provided by the IDMEF message.

• Enrichment: Once the syntactic mapping has been realized, we face two issues linked
with the fact that alerts are sometimes incomplete, or that some optional parameters are
not necessarily defined. Thus, two enrichment steps are provided: (1) enrich subjects,
actions and objects which are only partially instantiated (e.g., an IP address is matched
to a DNS name), and (2) find similar actions to instantiated ones, but at di!erent levels
(e.g., information about a TCP/110 port can be associated with a POPD server).

• Strategy application triggers the threat contexts. Considering all available information
(IDMEF message and enriched Or-BAC instances), and optional information related to
user-defined strategy settings, the strategy application process deals with instantiation
of relevant hold facts in order to remediate the detected challenges. This means that
subject, action, and object may be altered considering desired strategy, to tune the
response scale (e.g., extension to a group of users, a sub-network, etc.).

Access policy enforcement The PDP, when deciding about the enforcement of an access
control policy, implements a two steps process. The first step is system-dependent. It infers
elementary access control rules which apply locally to concrete control points. The inference
process considers the available control points (e.g., firewalls, configuration files, etc.) and
their capabilities (e.g., a network connection is intercepted by a gateway only when it is routed

1http://www.prelude-ids.org/
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through this gateway). The second step is component-dependent. It translates elementary
access rules into low-level configurations which directly apply to the appropriate control points.
The translation process implemented by the PDP often provides multiple possibilities for the
application of a remediation policy. These possibilities often require multiple configuration
changes on multiple control points. The PDP selects the possibility which requires the least
configuration changes to the network, and thus ensuring maximum system stability.

We propose for this purpose a formal representation of services and their dependencies
[KDC+09]. This framework models the service workflow in order to identify the control points
which interfere with this workflow. A service workflow is modelled as a Finite State Machine
where each state is associated with an antecedent service. The remediation strategy modifies
the configuration of some control points in the system in order to provide a better resilience
to a threatened service. The finite state machine associated with this service thus determines
points where to apply a given remediation strategy. We implement an inference process which
uses the dependency model to infer new elementary rules which apply to antecedent services
within a finite state machine. The PDP, after implementing the inference process, selects and
reconfigures services which are able to apply the remediation strategy and provoke less impacts
on the target service.

4.2.2 Obligation policy based remediation

In contrast to adapting the access privileges of users in response to a challenge, utilization
of obligation policies aims to adapt the system configuration to maintain an acceptable level
of service. We use XACML [OAS09] as an access control policy framework with obligation
policy extensions to illustrate this approach. An alternative would be to use Ponder2 [D+01]
(as described in [SSFK10]).

For the carrier-grade wireless mesh network scenario we have chosen to base the reme-
diation framework on XACML3. Applications on the mobile devices can specify which kind
of communication channel, called a pipe, should be established. Such a request has to be
approved by the access control system first. This implies checking if the user is allowed to
use such a pipe with their subscription and how the usage is charged. In addition, defensive
mechanisms and detection functionality have to be enabled if the access is granted. For exam-
ple, the Better than Best E!ort (BTBE) tra"c class requires additional detectors that monitor
the packet loss on the pipe, which have to be enabled at pipe establishment. Remediation
mechanisms, e.g., Forward Error Correction codes or ARQ mechanisms on the pipe level, get
activated if the packet loss ratio exceeds a defined threshold.

In [Lis10] an extension of XACML, called eXtensible Obligation Markup Language (XOML),
to integrate obligation policies has been introduced. Based on this specification, we illustrate
the usage of obligation policies for network resilience. Figure 7 shows the proposed concept
for XACML with obligation policies. The Policy Decision Point (PDP) is placed together with
PiCE on the CARMEN gateway. Together they compose the NRM with the PDP providing
the functionality of the remediation strategy selector and the PiCE being a consultant to it.
The Policy Enforcement Points (PEP) are placed on the CARMEN access points and on the
CARMEN gateway. The PEP provides the actuator functionality of the managed devices.

Deployment of challenge detection mechanisms During deployment, the PEPs negotiate
with the PDP which obligations they support, or re-negotiate them in case of an update. This
negotiation is required to support interoperability between the PDP and PEPs of heterogeneous
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Figure 7: XACML base concept including obligation policies (from [Lis10])

capabilities. Then the PEPs wait for a pipe establishment request by a mobile terminal. Once
such a request is received a XACML request is sent to the PDP to check if the user is authorised
to do so. The XACML response contains the result of the access control, together with a list
of obligations to execute.

For the BTBE service class this means that specialized sensors are enabled which monitor
the packet loss on this pipe and a detector which creates a CAR, if a defined packet loss
threshold is exceeded. The XOML definition of these two obligations is depicted in Figure 8.

The sensors will be deployed on the pipe start and end point, namely the access point and
the gateway respectively. The detector is only deployed at the pipe endpoint, which is the
gateway in this case. Note, that CARMEN pipes are unidirectional communication channels.
For the reverse direction a separate channel has to be established. Furthermore, the NRM
subscribes to DISco CAR events of ID report.challenge.pipe.packet loss which will be
generated by the deployed detector.

The deployment of functionality on the access point is straightforward as the XACML
response message is sent to the PEP which has requested the access control decision. The
deployment on the gateway is more di"cult as the current XOML specification does not foresee
support of an obligation subject. This means that an obligation cannot lead to a functionality
deployment on a node other than the PEP itself. There are two solutions we consider to resolve
this: (1) introduction of an obligation subject into XOML or (2) delegating the signalling to
the enacted adaptation mechanism. The later can be realized by using a signalling framework,
e.g., NSIS [HKLdB05]. The obvious disadvantage of this solution is that every adaptation
mechanisms has to implement its own signalling procedure in order to deploy functionality on
remote entities. On the other hand, extending XOML to support an obligation subject bears
the risk that an introduction into the standard might fail and prohibit the use of this option
completely.

Deployment of defensive measures Similar to the deployment of challenge detection mech-
anisms, the deployment of defensive measures is enforced during pipe establishment. As de-
picted in Section 2.1 a multi-path forwarding scheme is deployed when an application asks for
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1 <xoml:ObligationDefinition
xmlns:xoml="http://www.example.org/xacml-obligation "
internalID="packet_loss_sensor ">

2 <xoml:obligationId>
3 urn:example:obligation:packet_loss_sensor

4 </xoml:obligationId>
5 </xoml:ObligationDefinition>

6 <xoml:ObligationDefinition
xmlns:xoml="http://www.example.org/xacml-obligation "
internalID="packet_loss_detector ">

7 <xoml:obligationId>
8 urn:example:obligation:packet_loss_detector

9 </xoml:obligationId>
10 <xoml:parameter name="threshold "

datatype="urn:example:float " />
11 <xoml:full>
12 <xoml:obligation>
13 urn:example:obligation:packet_loss_sensor

14 </xoml:obligation>
15 <xoml:relation>require </xoml:obligation>
16 </xoml:full>
17 </xoml:ObligationDefinition>

Figure 8: XOML definition of Packet Loss Sensor and Detector

a premium tra"c pipe. The PDP will contact the PiCE or the graph explorer (see Section
4.2.3) to construct a multipath forwarding configuration based on the rope-ladder forwarding
scheme, which is described in detail in an appended paper. We present a short summary here.

The rope-ladder multipath scheme combines the advantages of path, node and link pro-
tection schemes. By design, the paths which are constructed by this protocol are kept closely
to each other which allows to quickly switch between them in cases of node or link failures.
In addition, the paths are inter-connected by cross links. The evolving structure resembles
the form of a rope-ladder, hence the name of the algorithm. The objective of this multipath
scheme is to minimize the size of loss gaps, i.e., the number of consecutively lost packets.
This loss gap size is crucial to ensure high quality for gap-sensitive tra"c like voice flows. The
rope-ladder multipath structure can also tolerate failures of multiple consecutive nodes on the
primary path, and has a superior path diversity and path lifetime compared to even perfect
braids. An evaluation of its performance based on analysis and simulations can be found in
the paper. Future work will investigate how the graph explorer can be used to optimize a rope
ladder to be resilient to areal failures which could a!ect both paths if they are located closely
to each other (see Section 4.2.3 for details).

In addition to the actual multipath forwarding pipe, a specialized detector is deployed in
the system, which gathers and assesses link and node failures used by the rope-ladder. As
this forwarding scheme is inherently resilient to such single failures an immediate publication
of a CAR is not necessary. Only if the failure persists longer than a defined period, repair
actions have to be triggered by a CAR publication. Repair actions also have to be triggered if
additional link or node failure a!ect the only remaining forwarding path.
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Remediation The detection of an increased packet loss rate on the pipe level is reported to
the NRM by a DISco CAR event. In order to illustrate the operation of our framework, two
remedies for this challenge are provided: (1) Using ARQ on the pipe level or (2) relocating the
pipe over di!erent links. The assumption for this scenario is that no other detector is able to
provide a more detailed root cause analysis. This implies that challenges like link interference
are not causing the loss of packets as regular sensors and detectors would have reported this.

As the network operator considers the impact on other pipes smaller if ARQ mechanisms
are used compared to the relocation of the pipe, this remediation strategy is preferred by
configuration. Therefore, the PDP instructs the pipe end points to enable ARQ and publishes
a remedy report of ID report.remedy.pipe.btbe.arq. The packet loss detector in this
scenario also acts as the remediation success assessor, and has subscribed to the remedy reports
within the namespace report.remedy.pipe.btbe. Having received the remedy report from
DISco, the detector waits for new measurements from this pipe’s sensor. If the packet loss
drops below the threshold again, the remediation strategy is assessed as successful. The
publication of the assessment report concludes the adaptation cycle.

If the assessment of the remedy’s success is negative, an assessment report is published
and a notification is sent to the PDP that the remedy was not successful. The PDP has
to decide whether to keep the current configuration, despite the fact that the service is still
degraded or if a di!erent remediation strategy is applied. The relocation of the pipe is the
only remaining option. In order to find a suitable new path for the pipe the PDP contacts the
PiCE to calculate a new configuration. The PiCE is a simple consultant which checks if a path
with the required capacity exists. If so, it reports the new path back or reports an error if none
such path exists. The Graph Explorer is a more elaborate consultant as it can free resources
on a path by recursively relocating pipes.

4.2.3 Graph Explorer

In addition to the previous two components, the Network Resilience Manager (NRM) can
also acquire the services of the Graph Explorer to explore and compare di!erent remediation
strategies and investigate their potential e!ect on the network infrastructure.

The general operating procedure of this consulting component is shown in Figure 9. The
Graph Explorer uses a variety of input sources for its consultation, (i) a view of the current
topology and, if available, additional insight about the current tra"c demands from the dis-
tributed information store, (ii) a set of metrics capturing and assessing the network’s desired
properties, and (iii) a formal specification of the type of challenges that could occur in the de-
ployment and the types of reactions that the network has at hand. These specifications further
define the operating context and make the search for a remediation both more e"cient and
meaningful. As an example, random failures, intentional attacks and a natural disaster, such
as an earthquake, could impact a fibre optic network, but a fibre network would not be a!ected
by a heavy storm in contrast to a wireless mesh network. Similarly, both network management
policies (for example, that data may be re-routed through certain geographical regions), or
technical limitations (re-routing certain parts of tra"c from an MPLS network over a wireless
mesh network will violate delay constraints) might limit or prohibit certain remediation actions
from the set of available techniques.

These inputs are then used by the Graph Explorer software to derive a complete map of
the network state space, i.e., an enumeration listing the possible concrete failure scenarios that
could occur on a given topology using a set of challenges. These concrete failure enumerations
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Figure 9: Functional block diagram of the Graph Explorer

are then structured and ordered into an incident tree structure, where each node represents a
particular state of the network topology and a link represents a particular failure of a network
component that was directly or indirectly harmed, thus immediately disturbed or taken down
through a resulting overload situation. This structuring into an incident tree has a number of
useful advantages that can be readily exploited during the resilience quantification: (1) due
to the commutativity of component failures – a failure of link LA"B and subsequently LC"D

has in the steady state the same impact on the network topology as a failure of LC"D and
subsequently LA"B –, it is possible to prune the search tree already based on its structure
without any need to closely inspect any individual concrete network state. (2) It guarantees
that between any two possible network states only one individual component at a time has
failed, thus reducing the amount of reconfiguration necessary in an experimental setting, and
allows for significantly faster metric computation in a simulation setting.

The concrete failure scenarios are then evaluated using one of three possible evaluation
components of the Graph Explorer: (1) metrics operating only on a logical representation of
the network topology, such as spectral metrics, are computed using structural analysis, metrics
targeted at higher layers of the networking stack, such as, for example, end-to-end packet delay
measures, are evaluated using either (2) simulation using a standard simulation environment,
such as ns-2 or (3) executed in hardware on a network testbed. From this output, obtained for
all nodes in the incident tree, charts are computed showing the change in network performance
metrics as the network becomes subject to more challenges, and risk maps indicating which
parts of the network system are most vulnerable or which component failures will have the
largest impact on the system as a whole. Figure 10 shows an example of an incident tree and
the risk map indicating the most vulnerable spots should a European long-distance wireless
network be subjected to a large storm event.

In addition to an indication of where and to what extent challenges will disturb network
operation, the Graph Explorer may additionally be used to evaluate the e!ect of certain reme-
diation actions in a challenge situation. Consider the example of the path- and node-protecting
Rope Ladder Routing scheme discussed in this deliverable. Here, periodic knowledge updates
from the distributed information store may be combined with a list of currently used Rope
Ladders in the network to be able to generate early warning and proactive remediation ac-
tions. In other words, as information obtained from the distributed information store indicates
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and indicating where remediations should be deployed
(here for an hypothetical wireless Geant2 network).

Figure 10: Conditional exploration of the network state space using contextual knowledge
about a specific challenge scenario.

raising levels of stress on certain links, the Graph Explorer can calculate how and to what
extent existing Rope Ladders will be impacted and recommend the proactive establishment of
di!erent, additional backup paths if a failure of primary and/or backup paths is predicted to
be imminent. Similar watch-and-recommend bindings may be created with other remediation
strategies as well.

In order to obtain such tight integration, the capability of proactive remediation evaluation
and the establishment of such an early warning system, it is necessary to create a precise, yet
highly extensible bridge with the decision engine of the Network Resilience Manager, able to
exchange and formally define the workings of concrete remediation options and report back
with a ranked recommendation of best steps to take. In current initial ideas we are investigating
how to implement such an integration within the policy frameworks discussed in the former
parts of this deliverable.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this deliverable, we have introduced the ResumeNet architecture for network resilience. We
have used three scenarios, namely a carrier grade wireless mesh backhaul network, an oppor-
tunistic network, and an enterprise service network to derive requirements for the architecture.
A list of seventeen requirements were defined, which provide the basis for our resilience ar-
chitecture. In describing our architecture, we have attempted to demonstrate how its design
meets these requirements. The architecture comprises two main components: the network
resilience manager, which is used to make policy-based remediation decisions, and the man-
aged objects of the distributed system, which enact the remediation strategies defined by the
resilience manager. The framework exploits DISco’s abstraction of network events to retrieve
and store challenge related reports.

In this interim report, our implementations of the network resilience manager focus on
selecting an appropriate remediation strategy. We have introduced the two approaches we
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follow: one is based solely on the adaptation of access control policies to counter adverse
conditions; the second approach utilizes obligation policy support within an access control
policy framework. In addition, we introduce a consultant to this policy-based remedy selection,
which is used for complex remedies requiring topology optimizations.

Further work is needed to validate our architectural design. Leading up to the final version
of this deliverable, we propose to undertake the following pieces of work:

1. Implementation of the framework core components: An evaluation of the proposed
architecture and an assessment of its strong points and limitations is the primary objec-
tive for the near future. This assessment has to include further analysis of integration
opportunities in existing operator networks and their management systems. Based on
the wireless mesh backhaul network and enterprise service network scenarios, our work
will focus on the placement of the proposed components and framework interaction
mechanisms.

2. Graph Explorer integration: In addition to the definition of the API between the Re-
mediation Strategy Selector and Graph Explorer to update the Graph Explorer internal
knowledge base about changes of the system, we will pursue two additional objectives.
First, we intend to explore a proactive version of the Graph Explorer which can compute
system re-configurations based on hypothetical challenges. This enables a faster recon-
figuration of the system in case the challenge actually a!ects the system later. Moreover,
this pre-computation could be used for increased defensive protection of the system, by
avoiding the creation of failure sensitive areas during dynamic resource allocation. Sec-
ondly, we intend to investigate how the Graph Explorer can be exploited to construct
enhanced rope ladder routing paths. Therefore, we relax the requirement of rope ladder
routing to find two very close parallel paths in order to find two paths with few links and
nodes being a!ected by a single challenge.

3. Remediation in opportunistic networks: In this scenario, we will further investigate to
what extent mechanisms that assume complete information about the network (e.g., a
centralized remediation strategy selector or graph explorer) can be distributed amongst
autonomous entities using local information and isolated decisions only.
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Appendix: List of Publications

• “A Service Dependency Modeling Framework for Policy-Based Response Enforcement”,
Nizar Kheir et. al., Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Detection of
Intrusions and Malware, and Vulnerability Assessment, Como, Italy, 2009

Description: This paper formally describes a Service Dependency Framework (SDF) in
order to assist a process that responds to challenges in selecting the policy enforcement
points (PEPs) capable of applying a dynamic response rule. It automatically derives
elementary access rules from the generic access control, either allowed or denied by the
dynamic response policy, so they can be locally managed by local PEPs. The work
presented here forms part of an implementation of the resilience framework described in
this deliverable.

• “Rope Ladder Routing: Position-Based Multipath Routing for Wireless Multi-Hop Net-
works”, Johannes Lessmann et. al., submitted to HotMESH 2010

Description: As discussed previously, one action that the proposed remediation frame-
work could use in the context of wireless mesh networks is a multipath scheme to protect
the primary path in case of non-BE tra"c. In this paper, we propose a novel protec-
tion scheme which combines the advantages of path, link and node protection. We
also propose a position-based routing protocol to construct the required multipath. Our
protection scheme is particularly valuable to premium tra"c with low-loss requirements.

• “On Realising a Strategy for Resilience in Opportunistic Networks”, Marcus Schöller,
Paul Smith, Christian Rohner, Merkouris Karaliopoulos, Abdul Jabbar, James P.G. Ster-
benz, and David Hutchison, to be published at Future Network and Mobile Summit
2010, Florence, Italy, 2010

Description: In this paper, we present an application of the general D2R2+DR resilience
strategy to an opportunistic networking scenario. We discuss how selfish behaviour could
be remedied by adapting the forwarding strategy of nodes (from two-hop to epidemic for-
warding) in a network to enable improved packet delivery ratio. Furthermore, we present
how this strategy can be refined by ageing data items to improve the impact on storage
caused by epidemic forwarding. As an initial validation of this approach, experimental
results are presented based on the Haggle [NGR09] testbed. This remediation strategy
could be realised via the resilience framework presented in this deliverable.
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Abstract. The use of dynamic access control policies for threat response
adapts local response decisions to high level system constraints. However,
security policies are often carefully tightened during system design-time,
and the large number of service dependencies in a system architecture
makes their dynamic adaptation di!cult. The enforcement of a single
response rule requires performing multiple configuration changes on
multiple services. This paper formally describes a Service Dependency
Framework (SDF) in order to assist the response process in selecting
the policy enforcement points (PEPs) capable of applying a dynamic
response rule. It automatically derives elementary access rules from the
generic access control, either allowed or denied by the dynamic response
policy, so they can be locally managed by local PEPs. SDF introduces
a requires/provides model of service dependencies. It models the service
architecture in a modular way, and thus provides both extensibility and
reusability of model components. SDF is defined using the Architecture
Analysis and Design Language, which provides formal concepts for mod-
eling system architectures. This paper presents a systematic treatment of
the dependency model which aims to apply policy rules while minimizing
configuration changes and reducing resource consumption.

1 Introduction

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSes) have been recently superseded by Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPS), which add the capability to passivate the threat in
addition to detecting and reporting. IPSes are widely used as local control points
which take only limited actions (e.g. closing a connection, killing a process, etc.).
The major weakness of those IPSes is their static behavior, which relies on pre-
defined mappings between intrusive behaviors and suitable response actions. The
taxonomy in [1] thus confirms the need for more complex and dynamic response
mechanisms. Cuppens et al. propose in [2] a reaction workflow which links the
local response decisions to the higher level of security policy. They state that
local response decisions should be assisted by global decisions managed at the
policy level. In [3], Debar et al. provide a comprehensive approach for man-
aging intrusion response at the policy level using contextual security policies.

U. Flegel and D. Bruschi (Eds.): DIMVA 2009, LNCS 5587, pp. 176–195, 2009.
c! Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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Intrusion response is specified using contextual access control rules which are
triggered when their associated threat contexts are activated. The policy-based
response architecture in [3] separates the response instantiation process which
triggers response rules from the response decision process. While the instantia-
tion process is su!ciently detailed in [3], contributions for the decision process
remain sparse. This paper completes the architecture in [3] by defining a service
modeling framework which enables the decision process to automatically select
local enforcement points able to apply a dynamic response rule.

The decision process maps policy instances into concrete actions applicable
on local Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). [4] proposes a derivation process
which translates high level policies into local firewall actions, but it only man-
ages network policies. The use of application services provides more granularity
for the specification and application of response policies. A service may be con-
figured with accurate access control rules to the data it manages. It thus enables
accurate response applications not always possible at the network layer. More-
over, service dependencies may provide several alternatives for the application
of response policies. The access to a dependent service may be modified through
the reconfiguration of the access to its antecedent service. Unfortunately, the
use of service dependencies for automated response is still, at the best of our
knowledge, restrained to static mappings. The lack of a formal representation
of those services and their dependencies is a major reason. This paper combines
policy-based response with topological information about services and their de-
pendencies. Services endowed with access control capabilities (ACLs, Application
Firewalls, configuration files, etc.) are considered as PEPs. The Service Depen-
dency Framework (SDF), a formal framework for modeling services and their
dependencies, is defined in this paper. It assists the decision process in deriving
local accesses to antecedent services from the generic access to the dependent
service which is either allowed or denied by the response policy. The decision
process analyzes those accesses with respect to PEPs capabilities. It selects the
optimal set of PEPs capable of applying the security rule.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the state of the
art, including the presentation of the policy-based response process, the need
for a SDF and description of related work. Section 3 presents the service de-
pendency model. Section 4 defines the framework for building the dependency
model. Section 5 provides a systematic treatment of the SDF by the decision
process. Section 6 concretely implements the SDF on a mail delivery testbed.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Policy-Based Intrusion Response

Access control policies include permission and/or prohibition rules which apply
to subjects when they intend to perform actions on objects. Some rules specify
requirements which apply during normal operation, they form the operational
policy. Others apply in case of security threats, they form the threat policy.
The switching between operational and threat policies is driven by contextual
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constraints. We specify contextual policies using the Organization Based Access
Control (OrBAC) Model [5]. This paragraph recalls the OrBAC concepts we
need in this paper (see [6] for details).

The OrBAC Model uses the abstract triplet (Role, Activity, View) instead of
the concrete triplet (subject, action, object) when defining access control policies.
The concept of Role was first introduced by the RBAC model [7]. A Role is a set
of subjects which have the same permissions. OrBAC adds Activities and Views
as abstractions of actions and objects respectively. An Activity (e.g. access data)
is an operation implemented by some actions (e.g. get and retr commands for
http and pop3 protocols respectively). These can be grouped within the same
activity for which we may define a single rule. A View is a set of objects that
possess the same security-related properties so they can be accessed in the same
way. Abstracting objects into Views avoids the need for writing one rule for each
of them. OrBAC introduces contexts [5] which add conditions under which a
certain rule can be applied. OrBAC uses four predicates:

- empower (subj, Role): subject subj is empowered in the role Role.
- consider (act, Activity): action act is implemented in the activity Activity.
- Use (obj, View): object obj is used in the view View.
- hold (ctxt, subj, act, obj): context ctxt is active for the triplet (subj, act, obj).
A security rule is expressed as Sr (Decision, R, A, V, Context)1. When context

is active, R’s request to perform the activity A on the View V is submitted to the
decision Decision. An example of an OrBAC security rule is: Sr (Prohibition, User,
login, internal Host, not working Hours). User is a role for any system user; login
is the activity of connecting to a host; internal Host is any host connected to
the internal network and the context not working Hours is true outside working
hours. Sr states that such an operation is prohibited outside working hours.

Reaction Policies in the OrBAC model are associated with threat con-
texts. A threat context is assigned to an intrusion class. It is activated when
the associated intrusion is detected (e.g. DoS, Bu!er overflow). As in [3], threat
contexts are only activated for the concrete triplets described in alerts. For in-
stance, a brute force attack from a certain address addr against an account Acc
using the login service activates the Brute Force context as follows:

Hold (addr, login, Acc, Brute Force) ! alert (Source, Target, Classification),

Classification (Brute Force), service (Target, login), Account (Target, Acc)

The context activation may trigger policy rules associated with this context.
These rules specify new security requirements appropriate for countering the
detected threat. Threat contexts activation uses mappings from IDMEF alert
attributes [8] onto concrete policy components. While the mappings are delib-
erately simplified in our example, they may introduce di!erent granularities in
order to consider di!erent attack classes (e.g. a DDoS attack is managed di!er-
ently than a targeted bu!er overflow attack)[3].

1 OrBAC associates organizations with security rules. To simplify, these are not made
visible in this paper since we consider only a single organization.
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2.2 Policy Decision Models

The decision process contains two steps [4]. The first is architecture-dependent.
It segments a response into elementary actions. The second step is component-
dependent. It translates elementary actions into concrete configurations. [9] pro-
poses a formal approach for the specification and deployment of network security
policies. Unfortunately, it does not consider the overlying service architecture.
The modeling of services and their dependencies provides means for a fine grained
response application, which it is not always applicable on the network layer. Let’s
check for instance the following concrete response policy:
Prohibition (IP, HTTP/Get, retail Appli), Permission (IP, HTTP/Get, mail Appli)
where both applications are hosted on the same server. Applying this policy
at the network layer is tedious since firewalls are less likely to have visibility
over application data. While application layer firewalls are more appropriate,
they are not always available on the server. A model-based analysis of service
architectures may provide more suited alternatives for the application of such
response policies. For instance, when the web server is accessible through tra!c
redirection from a remote proxy, a SDF links between the web service and the
proxy service so that the decision process automatically selects the proxy for
applying this policy.

A formal dependency framework which establishes the link between the ac-
cess to an antecedent service and the access to its dependent service does not
seem to exist. This paper provides a requires/provides model framework for ser-
vice dependencies. This framework assists the Policy Decision Process (PDP) in
tracing all the elementary accesses in order to access a certain data. As such,
and when this access is prohibited, the PDP alters some elementary accesses in
order to deny the prohibited access. Moreover, when the access is allowed, the
PDP satisfies at least one single access path to the data. The decision process
in this paper is di"erent from the approach described in [10] in that it aims at
finding the best suitable set of PEPs capable of applying a response, after and
only after this response is selected. We first briefly describe existing dependency
models and their usages before presenting our dependency model and its use.

2.3 Service Dependency Models and Applications

Existing dependency models. An XML based dependency model is pre-
sented in [11]. This model provides a backend for building a dependency database,
without providing a formal specification of service dependencies. [12] defines a
dependency algebra for modeling dependency strengths. It separates the Depen-
dency relation from the Use relation. It states that critical components should
only use and not depend on non-critical components. In [13], a UML-based de-
pendency model describes service dependencies in ad hoc systems. It focuses
on the dependencies relevant to ad hoc collaborative environments. Moreover, a
service dependency classification for system management analysis is provided in
[14]. It separates between functional (implementation-independent) and struc-
tural dependencies (implementation-dependent).
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Service Dependency Usages. A cost-sensitive approach for balancing be-
tween intrusion and response costs is provided in [15]. A system map holding
dependency information is used as a basis for deciding on response strategy. [16]
proposes a function which evaluates intrusion response impacts using depen-
dency trees. It allows a cost-sensitive selection of intrusion responses. Another
cost-sensitive analysis of intrusion responses is presented in [17]. It uses depen-
dency graphs instead of dependency trees. Service dependencies are also used
for fault analysis [18], dependability analysis [19] and many other applications.

The existing dependency models such as graph [15,17,16] or class-based [13]
models classify service dependencies using static attributes. These are often infor-
mally defined, and adapted to only specific system implementations. The adop-
tion of those models still confronted to their expressiveness and the dependency
characteristics they deal with. The decision process needs more than to know
about the existence of a certain dependency and its strength. In order to derive
elementary accesses to antecedent services, and to do it automatically, the deci-
sion process must be able to discern the access to the antecedent service through
the access to its dependent services. In other terms, it must be aware of what
data is required from the antecedent service, how, when and why is it accessed.

On the other hand, the SDF must enable the regrouping of elementary ser-
vices into dependency blocks with well-defined interfaces. Those blocks can be
implemented in other dependency blocks, and thus providing reusability of the
dependency model. The SDF must also allow the abstraction of certain depen-
dencies, and thus representing only the dependencies relevant for the application
purposes. We have choosen to define the SDF using the Architecture Analysis
and Design Language (AADL)[20]. AADL fulfills those requirements through
the modeling of service architectures. In the following section, we summarize the
main AADL concepts we use in this paper and present our SDF.

3 The Service Dependency Model

3.1 Using AADL to Model the SDF

AADL has been released and standardized by the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers. AADL provides formal modeling concepts for the description and analysis
of application system architectures in terms of distinct components and their
interactions. We privileged AADL over common modeling languages like UML
because AADL provides more powerful features for modeling system runtime be-
haviors. AADL provides standardized textual and graphical notations for model-
ing systems and their functional interfaces. It has been designed to be extensible
so that analyses that the core language does not support can be supplied. The
extensibility in AADL is provided through the Annex extension construct.

SDF models user runtime behaviors when accessing the data provided by
dependent services. It contrasts with most functional dependency models since
it focuses on the data flows associated with the access to a dependent service
rather than modeling its functional dependencies. This is a main concept in our
approach since policy-driven responses require PEPs to deny some of these data
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flows. We thus model services as abstractions, and these are decoupled from the
concrete components which realize them. Our decision can be best motivated by
the fact that concrete components only introduce functional dependencies which
are not relevant in our approach. For instance, a web service is defined through
its dependencies, independently whether it is implemented by apache2 server or
windows web server. We use for this purpose AADL system abstractions (see
section 3.2). AADL models dependencies using inter-component connections.
AADL connnections reproduce the service topology. They allow modeling multi-
ple service paths through the use of multiple connection paths to the same data.
We also use AADL operational modes in order to represent the dependency se-
quencing during the workflow of the dependent service. We use the AADL Error
Model Annex [21] which has also been standardized to add features for modeling
the system behavior in the presence of faults. We use faults as model constructs
in order to represent the behavior of a dependent service when it can not access
to the antecedent service due to a response application. In the remaining of this
section, we describe the main elements of our AADL dependency model.

3.2 Service and Service Dependency Definition

We define a service as the implementation of an interface which provides data
access to its users (e.g. Web service, IP service). A service often requires access
to subsidiary data during its normal behavior. It is thus identified through the
specification of its required and provided data accesses. We model an elementary
service in AADL as a black box with specific requires/provides interfaces. Each
interface enables a specific data access, either required or provided by the service
(see Figure 1). We may add constraints between data required and provided by
a service (e.g. the required account is the owner of the provided data). These are
expressed as predicates assigned, when necessary, to the corresponding interfaces.

Service A depends on service B when A requires data access which is provided
by B. A is the dependent service, and B is the antecedent service. The failure of
B, due to an attack or a response, prevents it from providing the data required
by A. The proper behavior of A is thus conditioned by the proper behavior of
B. Required data accesses enable dependency compliance check: A may never
depend on a B if the data access provided by B is not required by A. However,
a required data access does not necessarily imply the need for a dependency,

1 !! Implementation of elementary se rv i ce !!
2 system Service Name
3 features
4 RF1 : requires data access data Se t r1 ;
5 . . .
6 RFn: requires data access data Se t rn ;
7 PF1 : provides data access data Set p1 ;
8 . . .
9 PFm: provides data access data Set pm ;

10 end Service Name ;

R e q u i r e s  d a t a  a c c e s s

P r o v i d e s  d a t a  a c c e s s

. . .

 S e r v i c e _ n a m e

. . .

P F 1 P F 2 P F m

R F 1 R F 2 R F n

Fig. 1. Elementary Service definition
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1 system implementation Dependency Model .A
2 subcomponents
3 A: system dependent ;
4 B: system antecedent ;
5 connections
6 const AB : data access B.PF1 !> A.RF1 ;
7 end Dependency Model .A;

R e q u i r e s  d a t a  
a c c e s s d a t a _ S e t _ r 1

P r o v i d e s  d a t a  
a c c e s s d a t a _ S e t _ r 1

.. .

  B
P F 1

...

      A

. . .
R F 1

.. .

Fig. 2. Explicit Service Dependency Representation

because this access can be managed by the service itself. For instance, a mail
delivery service requires access to user accounts. These can be managed locally
by the service (passwords file), or remotely accessed through a directory service.
Only the latter case implies a dependency for the directory service.

We model the dependency of service A to service B by connecting the provides
interface of B to its complementary requires interface of A. The AADL model
checks the compliance of this dependency by verifying that the access required
by A corresponds to the access provided by B (see Figure 2).

3.3 Service Dependency Specification

The SDF specifies dependencies by modeling: the data exchanged in each depen-
dency, the paths followed by these data, the sequencing of dependencies during
the operation of the dependent service and the impact due to the unfulfillment
of each dependency. We thus define the following dependency characteristics.

- Dependency type defines the path of the network flow, and describes the
data assets exchanged between the dependent and the antecedent service.

- Dependency mode makes precise the occurrence of a dependency within the
lifecycle and workflow of the dependent service.

- Dependency Impact evaluates the influence of the insatisfaction or degrada-
tion of the relation between antecedent and dependent services.

While these characteristics may be completed at a later time, we believe that
they are the most relevant for our purpose of using the dependency model for
assisting the decision process as described in section 2. In the remainder of this
section, we discuss each attribute, and we show how it is modeled in AADL.

Service Dependency Types describe elementary paths followed by the data
provided by the antecedent service. They only describe access paths for the direct
dependencies of a service. Complete data paths, due to indirect dependencies
(dependencies of the direct antecedents of a service), are automatically inferred
from elementary access paths for each service as explained later in section 4.

A dependency type may be either service-side, user-side or proxy dependency.
- Service-side dependency: the dependent service initiates the interaction with
the antecedent service. The user connects to the dependent service as if no
dependency exists (see Figure 3-a).

- User-side dependency: the user obtain credentials from the antecedent ser-
vice and present them to the dependent service. The connection is transparent
for the dependent service (see Figure 3-b).
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a- Service-side

U A

B

1  -  3

2

b- User-side

A

B

1

U 2

3

c- Proxy

A

1

U

2
3

B

White interfaces represent the data flow provided by the dependent service for its users.
Gray interfaces represent data flow provided by the antecedent service.
A is the dependent service, B is the antecedent service, and U is the user of the dependent service.

Fig. 3. Service Dependency Types

- Proxy dependency: the access path to the dependent service is intercepted by
the antecedent service. No access path explicitly exists between the dependent
service and its user during the dependency (see Figure 3-c).

Service Dependency Modes describe the sequencing of dependencies within
the lifecycle and workflow of the dependent service. We use AADL operational
modes for modeling dependency sequencing. AADL modes are constructs which
represent operational states of a component. Each mode illustrates an opera-
tional phase for the dependent service which is characterized by the need for
a certain dependency. As such, the dependent service does not notice the fail-
ure and/or inaccessibility of the antecedent service unless the former reaches
an operational mode where it requires the access to the data provided by the
antecedent service. The transition into a dependency mode means that the de-
pendent service has reached an operational phase where it requires access to the
data provided by the antecedent service. The transition out of this mode means
that the dependency is no longer required.

A service has four operational modes. These modes describe the lifecycle of
this service. Every dependency mode exists necessarily in at least one of these
operational modes. We shall first describe service lifecycle in AADL, and later
we describe dependency sequencing during this lifecycle.

Service lifecycle holds four operational modes: Start, Idle, Request and Stop
modes (see the associated AADL model in Figure 4). They are defined as follows:

- start Mode characterizes the launching period of a service. The process
realizing the service is loading configurations and assets. The transition out of
this mode occurs when the process is ready to receive user requests. Dependencies
in start mode are one-time dependencies only required during service start-up.

- Idle Mode characterizes the period during which a service is waiting for
incoming user requests. The transition out of this mode is initiated by a user
request, or by a decision to stop the service. The dependencies in this phase are
mainly functional dependencies not relevant for the purpose of this paper, but
which can be further investigated as for impact evaluations (see section 7).

- Request Mode starts when the service receives a user request. It characterizes
the in-line dependencies required in order to process this request. The transition
from this mode occurs after the user connection is closed.
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- Stop mode All the actions a service may take before stopping are considered
as part of the stop mode.

The sojourn time in each operational mode varies according to service con-
figurations. Transitions between operational modes may also vary for certain
services. For instance, a service may start on a per-request basis. It therefore
directly switches to the stop mode at the end of the request mode.
Dependency sequencing. Dependencies in each operational mode are invoked in
a certain sequence related to the service behavior. These are defined as AADL
operational sub-modes assigned to the components of each operational mode
(lines 2-6 in Figure 4). We thus state dependencies within the lifecycle of the
dependent service, and we determine the dependency sequencing within the same
lifecycle phase. We obtain a Dependency Finite State Machine (DFSM) with sub-
states. Dependencies appear in three possible sequences described as follows.

- Stateless sequencing: the satisfaction of the parent dependency is an obliga-
tion prior to the access to the child dependency. However, the former does not
need to remain satisfied once the latter is accessed (Figure 5-a).

- Statefull sequencing: the parent dependency must remain satisfied as long
as the child dependency is not satisfied yet (Figure 5-b).

- Alternative sequencing: characterizes redundant dependencies. The transi-
tion from the parent dependency leads to one child dependency (Figure 5-c).

Stateless and statefull sequencings express conjuctive dependencies. Alterna-
tive sequencing expresses disjunctive dependencies where only one alternative
dependency is required. Each dependency mode is associated with a specific re-
quire interface (see Figure 1) which is connected to a specific antecedent service.

S t a r t

I d l e

R e q u e s t
S t o p

t rans i t

t rans i t

t rans i t

d o w n

1 system implementation Dependent . i n s t anc e
2 subcomponents
3 CStart : system op State in modes ( Start

) ;
4 CIdle : system op State in modes ( I d l e ) ;
5 CRequest : system op State in modes (

Request ) ;
6 CStop : system op State in modes ( Stop ) ;
7 modes
8 Start : i n i t i a l mode;
9 I d l e : mode; Request : mode; Stop : mode;

10 Start ![CStart . t r a n s i t ]!> I d l e ;
11 I d l e ![CIdle . t r a n s i t ]!> Request ;
12 Request ![CRequest . t r a n s i t ]!> I d l e ;
13 I d l e ![CIdle . down]!> Stop ;
14 end Dependent . i n s t anc e ;

Fig. 4. Dependent Service Modes

a- Stateless sequencing

i + 2
D e pi + 1

D e pi
D e p

b- Statefull sequencing

i
D e p

i + 1
D e p i + 2

D e p

c- Alternative sequencing

i + 2
D e p

i + 1
D e p i

D e p

Fig. 5. Service Dependency Sequencing
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Service Dependency Impacts express the consequence of any degradation of
the antecedent service, which alters the access to data required by the dependent
service. The failure of a dependency alters the transitions between operational
modes. This alteration is motivated by the fact that the failure of a dependency
denies reaching its subsequent dependencies in case of no alternative dependency.

Dependency failure does not only alter the normal transition out of the failed
dependency. It may also restrain the service to switch to another operational
mode. For instance, a web server may switch to unsecure connections when the
SSL service does not respond. We use the AADL error model annex to repre-
sent the impact of a dependency failure. Each service is attributed at least two
AADL error states, which are normal and failure states. The impact of a depen-
dency is expressed by constraining the transition out of a dependency to occur
depending on the error state of the antecedent service. This is done by defining
Guard Transition properties which use error propagations. Error propagations
are AADL constructs which notify the component at the remote end of a connec-
tion about the error state of the other component. We use Error Free and Failed
propagations which notify respectively an error free and a failed dependency
states. Each dependency state may dispose of two transitions. The first is the
normal transition, constrained by the satisfaction of the dependency. The second
transition is optional. It is constrained by the unsatisfaction of the dependency.

The following example of a Mail Delivery Service (MDS) illustrates these speci-
fications. MDS authenticates its users using LDAP service. Authenticated users are
granted access to their remote mailboxes mounted using the NFS service. The
accounts of connected users are locked in order to prevent simultaneous sessions.
MDS unlocks an LDAP account after its corresponding user closes his/her opened
session. The normal behavior of MDS is modeled in lines 1-6 of Figure 6.

The impact of the second LDAP dependency is stated as follows. Firstly, au-
thenticated users cannot disconnect if the MDS cannot access to the LDAP service.
The Guard Transition in lines 11-12 states that the transition to the Idle phase
(line 6) only occurs if the dependency is in the Error Free state. Secondly, au-
thenticated users remain blocked in the NFS dependency state as long as the
second LDAP dependency is not restored (lines 7-10 of Figure 6).

1 modes
2 LDAP1: i n i t i a l mode ;
3 NFS: mode ; LDAP2: mode ; I d l e : mode ;
4 T1 : LDAP1 ![C1 . t r a n s i t ]!>NFS;
5 T2 : NFS ![C2 . t r a n s i t ]!> LDAP2;
6 T3 : LDAP2 ![C3 . t r a n s i t ]!> I d l e ;
7 T4 : LDAP2 ![C3 . F a i l u r e t r a n s i t ]!> NFS;
8 annex Error Model {""
9 Guard Transit ion =>

10 (RAccount [ Fa i l ed ] ) applies to T4 ;
11 Guard Transit ion =>
12 (RAccount [ Error Free ] ) applies to T3 ;
13 ""} ;

I M A P

L D A P

N F S
L D A P 1

N F S

L D A P 2

I d l e
F a i l e d

E r r _ F r e e N o r m a l

F a i l u r e

E r r _ F r e e

F a i l e d

Fig. 6. Service dependency Impact
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Fig. 7. Dependency Model Framework

4 Dependency Model Framework

Section 3 has defined the service dependency characteristics managed using our
approach. This section describes the steps for building a dependency model
using our framework summarized in Figure 7. We use the Open Source AADL
Tool Environment (OSATE)2 which is a set of Eclipse plug-ins. OSATE maintains
AADL models as XML-based files, which allows the reusability of the model.

The modeling framework is split into four steps. The user is intended to do
the first two steps. The last two steps are automatically generated.

Step 1 consists of modeling the explicit dependencies of a service. Each service
has a dedicated dependency model defined in an AADL package. Only explicit
dependencies are represented. Antecedent services are considered as independent
services, and therefore indirect dependencies are not represented.

Step 2 consists of modeling the dependency impacts. Failure impacts are
specified as in section 3.3. Only the impacts of explicit dependencies are modeled.
Indirect dependency impacts are infered from those of explicit dependencies.

The iteration over the first two steps consists of replacing antecedent ser-
vices by the implementation of their composite dependency models. Antecedent
services, previously used as abstract independent components, are replaced by
instantiations of their dependency packages (see the case study for examples).

In Step 3, OSATE translates the AADL model into a multi-file XML model.
Each package (i.e. elementary dependency model) is saved as an XML file ex-
pressed using the AADL XML Interchange format. This step is preceded by an
automated model validation. OSATE checks the connections between model com-
ponents. It flags inappropriate dependencies where a dependent service is made
dependent of an antecedent service which does not provide its required data.

Step 4 is the implementation of a query interface which manages the ac-
cess to the dependency model. This interface is queried for the dependencies of
a specific service. We use the Java-based Document Object Model to explore
2 http://la.sei.cmu.edu/aadlinfosite/OpenSourceAADLToolEnvironment.html

http://la.sei.cmu.edu/aadlinfosite/OpenSourceAADLToolEnvironment.html
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the AADL/XML model. The query interface builds a Dependency Finite State
Machine (DFSM) with substates in order to represent service dependencies.

The DFSM schema is illustrated in Figure 7. It summarizes all the dependency
characteristics modeled in the first two steps. The attributes of a dependency
state are (1) the antecedent service, (2) the required data (section 3.2), (3) the
requester (dependency type), (4) the dependency impact, (5) the parent depen-
dency and (6) the next dependency (dependency modes). Cyclic dependencies
are discarded, and thus a dependency state cannot be a parent for another de-
pendency state which points to the same service.

5 Service Dependencies: Application to Security

5.1 Using Services as Policy Enforcement Points

Deriving Concrete DFSM from Abstract DFSM. Policy-based responses
are expressed as (s, a, o) triplets. The SDF is queried for the DFSM of the service
which implements the action a. It thus provides a DFSM which holds abstract
components while the PDP receives concrete rules (see section 2.1). We thus need
to derive a concrete DFSM using the abstract DFSM provided by the query
interface. We associate abstract services with the concrete components which
realize them using the predicate realize(component, Service). It states that the
service Service is realized by the component component. The derivation process
replaces the abstract service with its concrete implementation. It also derives
concrete data instances from abstract data interfaces through the application of
their associated constraints to the object o in the security rule (see section 3.2).
A service may be realized by several component instances. The single abstract
dependency is thus instantiated into several disjunctive concrete dependencies.

The derivation process follows the dependency sequencing in the abstract
DFSM. It substitutes abstract components with concrete implementations. The

input : Sr(s, a, o), DFSM
output: DFSM

curState = DFSM.start;
repeat

if curState == DFSM.start then
Only in the first iteration
curState.Requester = Sr.s;
curState.AntService = Sr.a;
curState.RequiredData = Sr.o;

else
if curState.Requester == User then curState.Requester = Sr.s;
else curState.Requester = subject.realize(subject, curState.Requester);
curState.RequiredData = curState.RequiredData.chkConstraint(Sr.o);
auxSr.s = curState.Requester; auxSr.a = curState.AntService;
aurSr.o = curState.RequiredData;
MakeTransClosure(auxSr, curState.getChilds());
getChilds() Returns the sub state machine for the current state

curState = curState.getNext();
until curState = DFSM.end ;

Algorithm 1. Transitive Closure
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initial concrete components are provided by the concrete response rule. Subse-
quent concrete accesses are derived from the abstract DFSM and the concrete
response rule. We use for this purpose the MakeTransClosure function of al-
gorithm 1. It iteratively substitutes the abstract DFSM with a concrete DFSM
using the concrete security rule delivered by the policy instantiation process.

Modeling Policy Enforcement Points. The derivation of concrete elemen-
tary accesses is followed by a decision process. It aims to reconfigure elementary
accesses so that the initial response access rule could be applied. In case of per-
mission, the decision process satisfies at least a minimal set of dependencies.
In case of a prohibition, it checks that no dependency path enables the prohib-
ited data access. Access permissions are modified through the reconfiguration of
PEPs which are modules associated with services. We therefore consider each
service as a PEP having limited access control capabilities. This capability, when
it exists, is limited to a specific class of subjects. It thus restrains the PEP capa-
bility to apply elementary access rules. For instance, firewall visibility is limited
to network level information, it is not able to monitor user-level credentials.

A PEP is able to apply a security rule when (1) the subject in this rule belongs
to the capability set of the PEP, (2) the service pointed by the action is managed
by the PEP and (3) the object is a data provided by the service (this constraint
is satisfied by the derivation process of algorithm 1)). The capability of a PEP
depends on its concrete implementation (see examples in the case study). It is
defined as a constraint which must be satisfied by the subject in the security
rule. Services which do not have access control capabilities are assigned null
capability sets. The PDP may select a certain PEP if the subject within the
elementary concrete rule derived for this PEP belongs to its capability class.
The PDP selects the optimal response set according to two criteria.

- A prohibition is applied the closer possible to the start state of the DFSM, in
order to reduce resource consumption. This is motivated by the fact that when
the access is denied at the beginning of the DFSM, subsequent dependency
accesses are denied, which contributes in reducing resource consumption.

- The PDP minimizes the configuration changes required for the application
of a security rule by minimizing the services which need to be reconfigured.

Section 5.2 describes how we fulfill those requirements using our approach.

5.2 Selecting Policy Enforcement Points

S is the set of services obtained from the AADL model. We model the DFSM for
the service sDep as DFSMsDep = {Sa, Ta} where si ! Sa " S is an antecedent
for sDep and aij ! Ta " S#S is a transition. A path pij is a sequence of adjacent
transitions which lead from the dependency state si to the dependency state sj .
If this path does not exist then pij = !. For an input security rule, the PDP
crosses DFSMsDep . It searches the minimal set of dependencies which applies
the security rule and reduces superfluous resource transactions. Algorithm 2
illustrates the behavior of the PDP. In case of a permission, the PDP searches for
the dependency path which requires the least modifications (i.e. reconfigurations)
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input : Sr(Type, s, a, o)
output: List < si, Sri > Resp with si ! S

FSMa = makeTransClosure(getDFSM(a), Sr);
dStart = FSMa.start; dEnd = FSMa.end;
if Type = Prohibition then

foreach pij in FSMa with (i=dStart) & (j=dEnd) do
if chkRespHistory(pij) (returns False if the path has beed already intercepted)
then

curState = dStart;
repeat

curState = curState.getNext(pij); returns the next state on the path pij

if chkCapability(curState) then
Resp.add(curState.AntService, curState.Sr);
curState.addHistory(curState.Sr); add Sr to the resp. history
auxPath = FSMa.getPath(curState.getFailureTrans(), dEnd);
if (auxPath "= !)#(curState.getFailureTrans().parent "= Idle) then
pij $ auxPath;

until curState = dEnd ;

else
In case of permission, the PDP allows the path requiring minimum modifications
minPath = null; minLength = Infinity;
foreach pij in FSMa with (i=dStart) & (j=dEnd) do

curLength = 0;
repeat

curState = curState.getNext(pij);
if !chkRespHistory(curState) then curLength ++;

until curState = dEnd ;
if curLength < minLength then {minLength = curLength; minPath = pij ;}

allow(minPath); Liberates the path in parameter

Algorithm 2. Evaluation of the resulting impact transfer matrices

in order to allow the access. The selected path is liberated in order to apply the
input permission. In case of a prohibition, the PDP denies all dependency paths.
When altering a dependency state, the PDP switches to the failure transition of
this state and checks that it does not belong to a permissible path.

6 Case Study: E-Mail Service

6.1 Testbed Description

This section implements our dependency model for the example of an email
service. The email testbed manages mailboxes using the NFS service. Local mail
access is granted by both IMAP and POP services. Remote mail access is granted
by a webmail service. The webmail application connects directly to the POP
server, and indirectly to the IMAP server through an IMAP proxy which caches
IMAP connections. Users are authenticated using the LDAP service.

The available PEPs are ModSecurity3 which monitors the access to the web-
mail application, the super daemon XInetd which monitors access to the IMAP
Proxy. The LDAP server monitors the access to user accounts and the NFS service

3 http://www.modsecurity.org/

http://www.modsecurity.org/
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Fig. 8. TestBed AADL model

monitors the access to the shared files using the /etc/exports file. The visi-
bility of XInetd and NFS is limited to internal IP addresses. ModSecurity only
manages external IP addresses. Finally LDAP manages its internal accounts.

6.2 Description of the Testbed AADL Model

Figure 8 illustrates the graphical AADL reprentation of the testbed dependency
model. The main parts of the AADL textual representation are described in
appendix A. We interpret in this paragraph the AADL code in appendix A.

The serviceDB package (lines 1-13) contains the modeled services. POP service
requires access to user accounts (line 4). It provides access to mailboxes (line 6)
which are remotely accessed by the POP service (line 5). The webmail service is
granted by a webmail application which must be accessible for webmail users (line
10). The webmail service recuperates mailboxes (line 9) and provides them to its
users (line 11). The POP package (lines 14-35) provides mailbox access (lines 15-
17). The LDAP and NFS (line 20-21) services are extracted from the serviceDB
package. LDAP and NFS dependencies are service-side dependencies; they are both
connected to the POP service (lines 23-24). They are in the request mode (lines
27-28) since they are accessed by the POP service while processing user requests.
LDAP dependency is stateless because the access to user accounts is not required
after authentication (line 29). Its failure alters the transition to the NFS depen-
dency (lines 29&32). The failure of the NFS dependency initiates a transition to
the Idle mode (lines 30&33). The modeling of POP and IMAP dependencies (The
IMAP package is omitted for space limitations) gives two packages which provide
mailbox access. We use these packages in order to model the webmail service (lines
40-41). The latter is granted by a webmail application. We model the access for
webmail users to the webmail application through the connection in line 46. The
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webmail application provides access to mailboxes recuperated from the mail deliv-
ery services (lines 44-45). Lines 53-56 model the multiple access paths to the mail
boxes using both POP and IMAP services. The access to the web service must be
maintained as long as the connection to the mail delivery services is still required.
The web dependency is thus a statefull dependency. POP and IMAP dependencies
are modeled as substates of the web dependency (line 49).

The query interface generates a webmail DFSM (see Figure 9) which summa-
rizes all dependency states and transitions (both normal and failure transitions).

6.3 The Use of Service Dependencies for Response Application

We demonstrate in this section the use of the SDF. We adopt the same mappings
provided in [3], and we show that for the same abstract rule, the selected PEPs
vary according to the mapping outcome. We prefer to use the simple response
policy shown in listing 1.1 in order to show the use of our dependency model.
This response policy requires that the attacker must be forbidden from accessing
to the threatened data through the victim service.

Listing 1.1. Testbed Response Policy

1 !! The ab s t rac t response ru l e !!
2 Sr ( prohibition , a t t Source , v i c t im Serv , target Data , attack Threat )
3 !! The Or!Bac Hold f a c t which transforms a l e r t s into contex ts !!
4 Hold ( Subject , Action , Object , Th Context ) :!
5 alert ( Source , Target , d e s c r i p t i o n ) &
6 map Subject ( Source , Sub jec t ) &
7 map Action ( Target . Se rv i ce , Action ) &
8 map Object ( Target , Object ) &
9 map Context ( d e s c r i p t i on , Th Context ) .

The mapping functions in listing 1.1 are XSLTs which extract data from ID-
MEF alerts [8]. We implemented a prototype for algorithm 2. We simulated sev-
eral attack instances and we observed the subsequent behavior of the PDP. In the
remaining, we give four attack examples and the associated responses fired by the
Policy Instantiation Engine and managed by the PDP using our prototype. Fig-
ure 10 summarizes the alerts received, the PDP behavior and the selected PEPs.
It also shows the configurations automatically generated for each selected PEP
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Fig. 10. Attack and Response Samples managed by the Testbed

according to its appropriate elementary access rule derived by the PDP. The at-
tributes in italic are simple mappings from the associated access rules. These are
generated by component-specific agents interfacing with each PEP.

Reconnaissance attack is generated by an external user who tries to find valid
user IDs. The attacker does not have a valid account. The alert source thus
lacks information about a known user. The response module is alerted about an
IP address performing a reconnaissance attack against the webmail application.
As in Figure 10-a, the PDP selects the first dependency state since the source
specified in the elementary rule belongs to the PEP capability set.

Brute Force attack is account centric. The attacker has already acquired a
valid account ID. He now tries to break the associated password. The alert noti-
fies a brute force attack from a spoofed address against Charlie’s mailbox. The
dependency selected in the former example can not be used since no IP address
is selected. The PDP chooses to deny the access for both POP and IMAP servers
to Charlie’s account. The dashed arrows (Figure 10-b) are failure transitions
followed by the PDP after it has altered their source dependency nodes.

Arbitrary Code Execution allows an intruder to execute arbitrary code on the
target machine on the behalf of the exploited service. The threatened services
are IMAP and POP respectively. The alerts respectively notify an IMAP and a POP
threat. The selected DFSMs are those of POP and IMAP services. In case of IMAP
service (Figure 10-c), the first dependency is selected since the source IP address
belongs to the capability set of Xinetd. The LDAP dependency for the POP service
can not be used since no LDAP account was instantiated by the transitive closure
(Figure 10-d). The NFS service is found to be able to apply its elementary access
control rule. It consists of unmounting mailboxes in the /etc/exports file. It is
true that the decision process did not provide a solution which protects the POP
server. However, a close look to the PEPs capabilities shows that such a solution
at least protects the mailbox alteration following a successful attack.
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7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a modeling framework for the services and their
dependencies. The novelty of this framework resides in its ability to formally de-
fine dependency attributes, rather than assigning static dependency parameters
as in most of the existing class-based models. The formal definition of depen-
dency parameters provides a strong platform for the use of those dependencies
for security management. This paper demonstrates that service dependencies
can be used for more than only a-posteriori evaluation of intrusion response
impacts, after these have been selected (although being an important challenge
for the security research community). It describes an a-priori use of service de-
pendencies, notably for the selection of suitable means to apply an intrusion
response, if any. The e!ciency of a response application is measured through its
ability to satisfy the security requirements while pushing the response closer to
the attacker and minimizing the configuration changes.

Limitations of this work include the separated treatment of responses and
dependencies search. Firstly, the separated treatment of each response will be
extended in order to consider the overall response policy. The optimal application
of each response apart does not necessarily provide an optimal application of the
response policy, as certain rules may overlap. However, since new response rules
may be generated continuously, other problems must be considered such as the
stability of the system. Secondly, the upward search for dependencies can be
extended with a downward search (i.e. searching for dependents of a service) of
dependencies in order to evaluate the impact of selected responses. Future work
will focus on adding a third criterion for the selection of a candidate response,
being its impact on other services. This will be seen as collateral damages since
an antecedent service may have several dependent services other than the service
explicitly designated in the intrusion response.
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Appendix A

This section summarizes the AADL textual representation for the email testbed.

1 package serviceDB !! Service database !!
2 pub l i c !! Only two sample s e r v i c e s are presented !!
3 system POP !! Implementation of the Pop serv i c e !!
4 features mb Owner : requires data access dataDB : : Account ;
5 R mb : requires data access dataDB : : mBox ;
6 P mb : provides data access dataDB : : mBox ;
7 end POP;
8 system WEBMAIL !! Implementation of the webmail s e rv i c e !!
9 features R mb : requires data access dataDB : : mBox ;

10 R api : requires data access dataDB : : mailAPI ;
11 P mb : provides data access dataDB : : mBox ;
12 end WEBMAIL;
13 end serviceDB ;
14 package Pop !! The implementation of the Pop dependency model !!
15 pub l i c System POP
16 features P mb : provides data access dataDB : : mbox ;
17 end POP;
18 pr i va t e system implementation POP. in s tance
19 subcomponents PopUser : system user ;
20 Ldap : system serviceDB : : Ldap ;
21 NFS: system serviceDB : : NFS;
22 Pop : system dependent . i n s t ance ;
23 connections data access Ldap . P a!> Pop . mb Owner ;
24 data access NFS.P mb!> Pop .R mb ;
25 data access Pop .P mb!> PopUser .R mb ;
26 end POP. in s tance ;
27 system implementation op State . Request
28 modes LDAP: i n i t i a l mode ; NFS: mode ; I d l e : mode ;
29 T1 : LDAP![C1 . t r a n s i t ]!> NFS;
30 T2 : NFS![C2 . F a i l t r a n s i t ]!> I d l e ;
31 annex Error Model {""
32 Guard Transit ion => (mb Owner [ Error Free ] ) applies to T1 ;
33 Guard Transit ion => (R mb [ Fa i l ed ] ) applies to T2 ; ""} ;
34 end op State . Request ;
35 end Pop ;
36 package webmail
37 pub l i c !! same as the Pop pub l i c in t e r f a ce !!
38 pr i va t e system implementation webmail . i n s t ance
39 subcomponents webmailUser : system user ;
40 Imap : system Imap : : IMAP;
41 Pop : system Pop : :POP;
42 web : system serviceDB : :Web;
43 webmail : system dependent . i n s t ance ;
44 connections data access Imap .P mb !> webmail . R mb1 ;
45 data access Pop .P mb !> webmail . R mb2 ;
46 data access web . P api !> webmailUser . R api ;
47 data access webmail . P mb !> webmailUser . R mb1 ;
48 end webmail . i n s t ance ;
49 system implementation op State . web
50 subcomponents C1 : system op State in modes ( I d l e ) ;
51 C2 : system op State in modes (Pop) ;
52 C3 : system op State in modes ( Imap) ;
53 modes I d l e : i n i t i a l mode ; Pop : mode ; Imap : mode ;
54 T1 : Id l e ![C1 . t r a n s i t ]!>Pop ;T2 : Id l e ![C1 . t r a n s i t ]!>Imap ;
55 T3 : Pop![C2 . F a i l t r a n s i t ]!>Imap ;T4 : Imap![C3 . F a i l t r a n s i t ]!>Pop ;
56 T5 : Pop![C2 . t r a n s i t ]!> I d l e ;T6 : Imap![C3 . t r a n s i t ]!> I d l e ;
57 annex Error Model {""
58 Guard Transit ion => (R mb2 [ Fa i l ed ] ) applies to T3 ;
59 Guard Transit ion => (R mb1 [ Fa i l ed ] ) applies to T4 ;
60 Guard Transit ion => (R mb2 [ Error Free ] ) applies to T5 ;
61 Guard Transit ion => (R mb1 [ Error Free ] ) applies to T6 ; ""} ;
62 end op State . web ;
63 end webmail ;
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a novel multipath structure called
rope-ladder which combines the advantages of path, node and link pro-
tection schemes. We also propose a position-based multipath routing
protocol in order to e!ciently construct rope-ladders in wireless net-
works. By design, the paths which are constructed by our protocol are
closely together which allows to quickly switch back and forth between
them in cases of node or link failures. Hence, the size of loss gaps (i.e. the
number of consecutively lost packets) can be minimized. Previous works
mostly confine themselves to overall packet loss comparisons. However,
the loss gap size is crucial to ensure high quality for gap-sensitive traf-
fic like voice flows. Our multipath structure can also tolerate failures of
multiple consecutive nodes on the primary path, and has a superior path
diversity and path lifetime compared to even perfect braids. We evaluate
the performance of our protocol using analysis and simulations1.

1 Introduction

The goal of multipath routing is to find not only one, but multiple paths from
source to destination. This can have several benefits, like load balancing, fault
tolerance (robustness), end-to-end delay speedup, congestion control, bandwidth
splitting, security and throughput increase. Our proposition was designed to
achieve an increase of resilience to node or link failures caused by equipment
failures, signal propagation changes, or node mobility. The intention of our pro-
posed multipath routing protocol is to construct backup paths which can be used
when nodes or links on the primary path fail.

While many previous multipath routing protocols could be used to provide
backup paths for primary path failures, our proposition is targeted at reducing
packet loss. Especially in scenarios with real-time tra!c and tight end-to-end
delay requirements, it is often di!cult to salvage packets which are already
on their way when a link failure occurs. This becomes the more severe, the
less connections exist between primary and backup paths. The extreme case
is where two completely unconnected node-disjoint paths exist between source
1 The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Com-

munity’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreements
no. 224619 and 214994.
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and destination. This is usually called path protection. The other extreme case is
called link or node protection. Link protection means that there is a backup path
between any two neighboring nodes of the primary path. With node protection,
there is a backup path for any pair of two-hop neighbors on the primary path.
A compromise is known as segment protection. Here, segments of the primary
path are protected rather than all links or nodes individually. Clearly, more fine-
grained protection comes at the expense of more signaling messages. Figure 1
shows the di!erent protection schemes.

!!

" "

!

"

!

"

!

"

Fig. 1. Di!erent protection schemes. a) path protection. b) segment protection. c) node
protection. d) link protection. e) rope-ladder protection.

Imagine the last link towards the destination d fails. Using path protection,
this failure must be propagated all the way back to the source s to tell it to direct
new packets to the backup path. All packets sent in the meantime will likely be
lost. For real-time tra"c with small packet interarrival times the gap size (i.e. the
number of consecutively lost packets) can become significant. Especially for voice
tra"c, not only the overall packet loss rate but also the gap size is a crucial factor
for high-quality transmissions. Modern voice codecs’ loss concealment algorithms
cannot cope with more than two or three consecutive losses. Generally, the more
connections there are between primary and backup path, the more immediate
can packets be redirected to the backup path, avoiding losses or at least larger
gaps.

In this paper, we propose a new protection scheme called rope-ladder (cf.
Figure 1e)) which combines the advantages of link, node and path protection.
Basically, a rope-ladder consists of primary and backup paths (the ”ropes”) and
connections between them (the ”rungs”). As with path protection, primary and
backup path are node-disjoint. However, the rope-ladder structure ensures that
each link and each node can be protected individually.

Note that Figure 1 shows idealized schematic versions of the di!erent protec-
tion schemes. In practical networks, it might not always be feasible or desirable
to construct such perfect multipath structures. However, for the sake of simplic-
ity, we confine ourselves in this paper to the ideal versions. Yet our results apply
to non-ideal variants as well. It might also be important to note that the rungs
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in our rope ladder do not reflect all available physical links between nodes on
primary and backup paths in a real network (the same applies for the other pro-
tection schemes). Rather, they are a subset of the physical links, namely those
which have explicitly been discovered during route discovery. Additionally, in
certain networks such as carrier-grade mesh networks, resources for links might
have to be reserved in terms of MAC layer parameters. Hence, flow redirection
in cases of failures can only occur along these pre-discovered links.

In addition to introducing rope-ladders as a new multipath structure, in this
paper we also propose a routing protocol to construct rope-ladders. We call
this protocol Rope-Ladder Routing (RLR). RLR is position-based. This means
that each node must know its position and also that of its one-hop neighbors.
Position information can be obtained using GPS, or a localization protocol. In
most carrier-grade mesh networks, where mesh nodes are stationary, coordinates
can even be hardcoded. Position-based routing protocols generally have the ad-
vantage that routing decisions can be made almost statelessly with only local
knowledge. No proactive (like in DSDV) or reactive (like in AODV) flooding
is required. Forwarding rules are simply based on the positions of the sending
node and the forwarding candidates. Not only the initial route discovery but
also subsequent route repairs (see Section 3.2) can do without flooding. Section
4 will show that this is very favorable in terms of message complexity.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses previous research in the
domain of multipath QoS routing protocols and its relation to our proposition.
Section 3 introduces rope-ladders and our proposed routing protocol to construct
them in more detail. Section 4 presents the results of various simulations. Finally,
Section 5 gives a short summary.

2 Related Work

There is quite a number of works in the domain of multipath routing protocols.
An overview of this diverse field can be found in [1]. One of the most well-known
multipath protocols is called AODVM [2]. It is based on AODV, but intermediate
nodes send no RREP and do not discard any RREQ but rather record all RREQs
in a RREQ table. The destination replies to all RREQs, intermediate nodes
forward the RREPs to that neighbor in their RREQ table with the shortest
path to the source. If a node overhears a RREP broadcast by a neighbor, that
neighbor is deleted from its RREQ table. Hence, each node can be part of at
most one route which is equivalent to node-disjointness. The individual paths
do not know each other and cannot support direct switch-over in case of link
failures.

Another established multipath protocol is called SMR (Split Multipath Rout-
ing) [3], which is based on DSR. Intermediate nodes do not maintain route caches,
i.e. do not reply to RREQs to allow the destination to receive all routes, from
which it selects the first one (shortest-delay route) and the one which is maxi-
mally disjoint from the first, i.e. with as few links or nodes in common as possible.
As opposed to RLR, SMR aims for maximal disjointness. This is especially ben-
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eficial to protect against regional correlated failures of multiple nodes. However,
it is a path protection scheme which is unfavorable in terms of loss gaps.

More similar to our work is the research published in [4]. There, the authors
try to establish parallel multipaths by having each intermediate node trying to
discover k paths to the destination. However, while their approach might lead
to k more or less parallel (close) multipaths, they basically almost flood the
network in order to do so. This will particularly be the case in sparse graphs
with many routing voids (even their own example shows such cases). Also, their
algorithm does not always find k (not even 2) parallel multipaths, if they exist.
It rather causes bottlenecks (where the set of paths shares common nodes), even
in the case of the node-disjoint version (especially since routes may split into
two unconnected parts, one of which ends in a dead-end after some hops). This
might even be the case for all discovered paths.

MP-DSR [5] is a DSR based QoS aware multipath protocol which aims at
fault tolerance, like RLR. There, the destination sorts the RREQs according
to a path reliability metric and selects a set of disjoint paths which together
satisfy the reliability requirements and sends a RREP along each path back to
the source. However, repair is only done end-to-end (intermediate nodes have
no dedicated alternate path, thus even error propagation to the source can take
long) which is very di!erent to RLR. While the goal is also fault tolerance, the
intention is more to choose stable links/paths right away instead of quick and
loss-less repair.

A special variant of multipaths are called braided multipaths [6]. Instead of
aiming at disjoint paths, in braided multipaths as few as one single node may dif-
fer between primary and alternate path. Generally, primary and alternate paths
are more intertwined and alternate paths may accompany the primary path only
for a small section of the complete route between source and destination. The
most prominent benefit of braided multipaths is higher resilience to node failures
compared to node-disjoint paths. Actually, braided multipaths are a variant of
node or link protection schemes. The node protection scheme depicted in Fig-
ure 1c)) is exactly what [6] calls perfect braids. Despite the cited resilience of
braids, we will show in this paper that the path diversity and path lifetime of
rope-ladders are higher than perfect braids for a comparable number of involved
nodes and links.

3 Rope-Ladder Routing

In this section, we describe how RLR constructs and maintains routes between
a source and a destination node. First, we introduce the route discovery process.
Then, we explain how routes are repaired in case of breakage.

3.1 Route Discovery

When a source s needs a route to a destination d, it sends a connect message
to the neighbor n1 which is closest to d in order to make it part of the primary
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route. The second closest neighbor n2 is sent a message to become part of the
backup route. Both messages contain a reference to the respective other node.
When n1 receives the message, it tries to find a route, namely the rung, to n2

using DFS based geographic routing (in most cases, n1 and n2 will be neighbors
anyway). In the following, we will call the current node on the primary path p,
and the current node on the backup path b. Hence, in the current state, p = n1

and b = n2. We also say, that p is a partner of b and vice versa (since there will
be a rung between them). In Figure 2a), p is node 3, b is node 2. Since p and b
exchange messages to set up the rung between them, they are both aware of the
current state of the route discovery process. Thus, the rung setup is a natural
point of synchronization between the two paths. Note that, in Figure 2, the thick
black lines mark the primary path, the thick gray lines mark the backup path,
and the dashed lines represent rungs.

Each subsequent discovery step towards d works as follows. Node p sorts its
neighbors according to their geographic proximity to the destination. It then
selects the closest one as its forwarding candidate p0 and informs node b about
its choice. Node b tries to find a route to p0 using DFS based geographic routing
(in most cases, b and p0 are either one- or two-hop neighbors). This route must
be at least two hops long. This is because at least one hop will be part of the
backup path, while at least one hop must be used for the rung. When no node-
disjoint route at all can be found between b and p0, there might be a cut-o!
problem (cf. node 9 in Figure 2c)). A cut-o! problem occurs when the primary
path is constructed in a way that it becomes an obstacle for the backup path.
Consider Figure 2c). Since the primary path goes through nodes 3 and 10, it cuts
o! any remaining route leaving node 1 via node 2. This means that in Figure
2c), it is not possible to construct a node-disjoint backup path for the given
primary path, although the whole example clearly shows that there exist two
node-disjoint paths from s (node 1) to d (node 12) in the network.

In such cases, p0 backtracks and p proceeds with a di!erent forwarding can-
didate. If a route between b and p0 was found which has at least two hops,
p0 becomes the new p and the i-th last node on the found route becomes the
new b. We call this i-th last node the contender (in Figure 2e), i = 1 and the
contender is node 14). Further, we refer to the previous p and b as p* and b*,
respectively (i.e. p* is node 5, b* is node 10 in Figure 2e)). The tricky part is
how to determine i. Intuitively, the contender defined by i is the node on the
rung candidate route which marks the splitting point between rung and rope.
We apply the following strategy. Initially, i := 1 (i.e. p is node 7, and b is node 14
in Figure 2e)). With this, we proceed with the next forwarding step as described
above. Only if it turns out, that no suitable path can be established with our
contender, we backtrack and choose i := 2, and so on.

If we cannot find a suitable multipath no matter which intermediate node
on our rung candidate route we choose, we have to backtrack completely to p*
which has to choose another forwarding candidate. By this algorithm, we have
a deterministic and complete search order of all nodes in our graph. Hence, we
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can say that, if there exists a rope-ladder in the graph between s and d, RLR
will find it.

Since RLR makes use of depth-first search (DFS) based routing, it is straight-
forward to change our current metric which determines the order in which a node
chooses its forwarding candidates. The way we described it above uses euclidean
distance to the destination node d as a metric. However, other metrics like QoS-
related metrics could be taken (in addition to this) as well. This would allow
considering reliability or latency aspects in the rope-ladder construction, for ex-
ample.
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Fig. 2. RLR from node 1 to 12, highlighted nodes depict p and b. a) Paths after initial
selection of p and b by s. b) p chooses greedily node 10, leaving b with node 9 as the
only remaining candidate. c) Cut-o! problem: b has no forwarding candidate, so p (and
thus b) must backtrack. d) p evades to second-best candidate, giving b the chance to
take node 10. e) Rung candidate route from b to p0 is three hops long, node 14 becomes
initial contender with i = 1. f) Node 14 has no forwarding candidate but can find a
route (14,11,12,13) to ps candidate; since node 11 belongs to node 14s previous rung
candidate route, it will become the new contender (i = 2); however, the route is only
established until d.
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3.2 Route Repair

When a link on either primary or backup path fails due to node failure, signal
degradations or node mobility, the path in question must be repaired. Since we
always have two paths which are close together, packets from the broken path
can be immediately switched to the other path without loss. This generally gives
us enough time to repair the broken path. Once the latter is repaired, packets
can be sent along that path again. Generally, if one of the two paths breaks, it is
repaired locally. That is, starting from the node which detects that its recipient
is not responding, a new rope ladder is constructed towards the destination. For
this, the same procedure as described in the previous Section is used. Since it
is a geographic routing approach, the closer we get to the destination, the more
likely it becomes that we can converge with the old rope ladder again. Normally,
this is the case very soon, so repair overhead can be kept to a minimum. As soon
as the repair process encounters a node of the old rope-ladder, it stops. As said
above, during repair, the unbroken segments of the rope ladder can still be used.
In most cases, repair can be done without loosing packets.

3.3 Comparison with Other Protection Schemes

From the very design of the di!erent protection schemes, we can immediately
derive a number of properties. Table 1 gives an overview of how the di!erent
protection schemes from Figure 1 compare. While all schemes protect against sin-
gle and multiple consecutive link failures, none except path protection (PP) and
rope-ladder protection (RLP) protect against multiple consecutive node failures.
Link protection (LP) does not even protect in case of single node failures. The
third row shows the number of critical links on the backup path, i.e. the number
of links which must not fail in case of a single primary link failure. Clearly, the
higher this number, the less robust the protection scheme. The critical scheme
here is PP, since the failure of any single primary link requires all backup links
to be there, otherwise connectivity between s and d will be lost. The last row
indicates the worst case number of hops which a link failure must be propagated
back towards the source to allow a redirection of packets from the primary to
the backup path. The higher this number, the higher the potential loss gap size.
Again, PP and SP perform poorly, while NP, LP and RLP can switch to the
backup path at any node.

An interesting property of any multipath routing protocol is the path diver-
sity of the multipath. The path diversity can be intuitively understood as the
number of distinct (not disjoint) paths which the multipath provides between
source and destination. In node-disjoint cases with n node-disjoint paths, the
path diversity is obviously n. More interesting are link-disjoint or, even more,
braided multipath variants. Hence, we compare rope-ladders here only with per-
fect braids [6] (or NP) as the most challenging competitor. In the following, as in
Table 1, the value of n is defined as the number of intermediate nodes between
source and destination along the primary route.
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Table 1. Features of Protection Schemes

PP SP NP LP RLP

single link failure ! ! ! ! !
multiple consecutive link failures ! ! ! ! !

# critical backup links, given primary link failure n 2/n 2 2 2
single node failure ! ! ! – !

multiple consecutive node failures ! – – – !
worst case failure propagation hop count n 0 - n 0 0 0

Theorem 1. The number of links r(n) of a rope-ladder of length n is r(n) =
2 · (n + 1) + n.

Proof. By induction. It is apparent that r(1) = 5 = 2 · (1 + 1) + 1. If r(n) =
2 · (n + 1) + n and we add one intermediate node (pair), we get two additional
links (right and left rope) plus one new rung. Hence, r(n + 1) = r(n) + 2 + 1 =
2 · (n + 1) + n + 2 + 1 = 2 · (n + 1 + 1) + n + 1 = 2 · ((n + 1) + 1) + (n + 1) which
yields our assumption. !

Theorem 2. The number of links b(n) of a perfect braid of length n is b(n) =
2 · (n + 1) + (n! 1).

Proof. By induction. Again, it is apparent that b(1) = 4 = 2 · (1 + 1) + 0. If
b(n) = 2 · (n + 1) + (n! 1) and we add one intermediate node (pair), we get two
new backup links and one new primary link. Hence, b(n + 1) = b(n) + 2 + 1 =
2·(n+1)+(n!1)+2+1 = 2·(n+1+1)+(n!1+1) = 2·((n+1)+1)+((n+1)!1)
which yields our assumption. !

As a consequence, we can immediately gather that r(n)! b(n) = 2 · (n+1)+
n! (2 · (n + 1) + (n! 1)) = 2 · (n + 1) + n! 2 · (n + 1)! (n! 1) = n!n + 1 = 1,
i.e. our rope-ladder has one link more than a perfect braid of the same length.

Theorem 3. The number of distinct paths rd(n) of a rope-ladder of length n is
rd(n) = 2n+1.

Proof. By induction. For n = 1, we have 4 distinct paths, namely two which use
only ropes, and two more which switch sides via the rung. Hence, rd(1) = 4 =
21+1. If our assumption holds for n and we add one intermediate node (pair),
we e!ectively double the number of distinct paths. This is because the new rung
which is introduced provides an additional “switching point” where paths can
change sides. Thus, at the new rung, paths can now continue along the rope or
change sides. After this decision, they face as many combinations of links as for
the previous case, i.e. for a rope-ladder of length n. Hence, rd(n+1) = 2 ·rd(n) =
2 · 2n+1 = 2(n+1)+1 which yields our assumption. !

Theorem 4. The number of distinct paths bd(n) of a perfect braid of length n
is bd(n) = F (n) where F (n) is the n-th Fibonacci number.
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Proof. By induction. For n = 0, there is no alternate path, which means bd(0) =
1. For n = 1, we have 2 distinct paths. For n = 2, the number of distinct paths
is apparently 3 (cf. Figure 1c)). Hence, bd(2) = 3 = 2 + 1 = bd(1) + bd(0). If our
assumption holds for n and we add one intermediate node (pair), the number
of distinct paths bd(n + 1) increases as follows. If we start at the source, and
take the primary link, we reach a node which we call sr. The number of distinct
paths from sr to d is now exactly bd(n), as the structure between sr and d is
basically a perfect braid of length n. If we take the left link from the source
to node sl and from there the only subsequent link to node s!l, the remaining
number of distinct paths to d will be bd(n!1) as the structure between s!l and d
is nothing but a perfect braid of length n!1. Hence, r(n+1) = r(n)+r(n!1) =
F (n) + F (n! 1) = F (n + 1) which yields our assumption. !

Based on these theorems, we can compare the path diversity of rope-ladders
and perfect braids as follows:

bd(n) = F (n) !=
!n ! 1

"!n

"
5

#
!n + 1

!n

"
5

<
!n + 1"

5

$ !n · !2

"
5

<
!n · !2

!
= !n+1 < 2n+1 = rd(n)

where ! = 1+
#

5
2 % 1.62 is the golden ratio. As bd(n)$ rd(n) for large values

of n, we can conclude that the path diversity of our rope-ladder is far higher than
that of perfect braids even though rope-ladders use only one additional link. This
means that, regarding message complexity, the construction of perfect braids and
rope-ladders will be comparable, while rope-ladders outperform perfect braids
with respect to path diversity. In Section 4, we will show that this is actually
reflected in terms of path lifetime, which is a very important metric for the
robustness of a multipath. Thus, rope-ladders seem to be a superior multipath
variant compared to perfect braids. Additionally, an increased path diversity can
be beneficial for security issues, amongst others.

4 Simulation Results

We simulated RLR using ShoX [7]. 100 nodes were distributed according to a
random distribution across a field of 56 & 52 meters. The precise floor plan of
this field (which actually represents an o!ce floor) can be seen in [8]. For signal
propagation, we assumed the Unit Disk Graph Model using transmission ranges
of 10 meters. For MAC and PHY layer, the IEEE 802.11g standard was used. To
model link failures, we used node mobility models. While other sources of link
failures like equipment failures or deteriorated radio wave propagation conditions
might lead to di"erent distributions of failures, mobility-related failures seem to
be the most dynamic and thus challenging variant. Hence, for mobility modeling,
we used both the Random Waypoint Model (RWP) with a node speed between 1
and 1.8 m/s and the O!ce Behavior Model (OBM) as introduced in [8]. Basically,
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OBM moves nodes with pedestrian speed but observes spatial constraints given
by walls and obstacles in the floor plan. Real-time tra!c is modeled based on
G.729 CBR tra!c, i.e. 164 bit or approximately 21 bytes per packet payload.

Figure 3 shows a summary of some results for static scenarios, i.e. without
any failures. This is to give an impression of the performance of our position-
based RLR versus AODVM, which constructs node-disjoint paths. As can be
seen, while the discovery time of RLR is only slightly smaller than AODVM, the
discovery overhead in terms of signaling is much smaller for RLR. AODVM needs
an average of 45 messages per hop of the final primary path, while RLR needs
only 8. This is because of RLR’s position-based discovery which uses dedicated
unicast messages to only selected neighbors, while AODVM (and many other
multipath protocols for that matter) is based on flooding. The lengths of the
primary paths constructed by AODVM and RLR are comparable, but RLR
generally produces longer backup paths. This can be explained, however, when
taking into consideration, that rungs also count as backup sections in RLR, and
AODVM does not have any connections between primary and backup paths.
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Fig. 3. Major results for RLR vs. AODVM in static networks.

Since one of the main advantages we expect from rope-ladders are improved
robustness and reduced packet loss gaps (i.e. number of consecutively lost pack-
ets), we simulated RLR and AODVM using OBM and RWP over a simulated
time of about 24 hours. Figure 4 clearly indicates that RLR produces signifi-
cantly smaller loss gaps compared to AODVM. With OBM, which is more real-
istic, AODVM leads to loss gaps of more than 10 packets in more than 20% of
the cases. Since this seems a significant number, we validated this result using
RWP based node mobility. RWP is more commonly used in the literature, and
it is known to lead to a concentration of nodes in the center of the deployment
area over time. Hence, RWP should lead to less disruptions in the long run com-
pared to OBM, since all nodes stay closer together on average. Even so, the loss
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gap comparison of Figure 4(b) exhibits the same qualitative behavior as with
OBM, though less extreme. With RWP, RLR produces no gaps larger than 4
consecutive packets. AODVM leads to gaps of more than 5 consecutive packets
in a combined 10% of all cases.
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Finally, we measured the path lifetimes (time between construction and first
disconnection of s and d) of rope-ladders using RWP with di!erent pause times
(0 means: node is constantly moving). In this case, we compare rope-ladders not
only with AODVM based multipaths, but also with perfect braids (cf. Section
2). We do this because perfect braids are advertised by their inventors to be
particularly optimized for resilience towards node and link failures. Actually,
perfect braids are a representation of the protection scheme NP. Looking at
Table 1, NP and thus perfect braids seem to be indeed the most competitive
alternative to rope-ladders.
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All three multipath protocols path lifetime markedly deteriorates with in-
creasing mobility. In case of RLR and perfect braids, it approximately halves, in
case of AODVM it decreases by a factor of 6. Hence, the first conclusion is that
AODVM is more susceptible to node mobility variations than the other two. In
terms of absolute lifetimes, RLR is clearly superior and performs in a league of
its own. Compared to perfect braids, rope-ladders last about 1.5 times longer for
low mobility and about 1.7 times longer for high mobility. Consequently, we can
say that rope-ladders are a superior multipath structure compared to both per-
fect braids and the node-disjoint multipaths produced by AODVM, even though
the latter easily produces 5 or 6 paths in one discovery.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented rope-ladders as a new multipath protection scheme
in wireless networks. Their architecture combines the advantages of path, node
and link protection. Rope-ladders also have a much higher path diversity than
perfect braids (node protection) while using only one additional link. They can
be constructed using comparably few messages, and simulations show that they
indeed reduce packet loss gaps significantly, which is essential especially for gap-
sensitive tra!c like voice streams. Their path lifetime is superior to existing path
as well as node protection schemes.
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Abstract: Because of our increased dependence on communication networks, re-
silience will need to be a fundamental property of the future Internet. We define
resilience as the ability of a network to provide an acceptable level of service in light
of various challenges, such as episodic connectivity or malicious actors. There have
been many helpful point solutions to improve resilience in the Internet, but we argue a
systematic approach is necessary to make resilience the first class citizen of the future
Internet it needs to be.
In this paper, we describe a general strategy for systematically embodying resilience in
networks, called D2R2+DR. The strategy describes a real-time control loop to allow
dynamic adaptation of a networked system in response to challenges, and an off-line
loop that aims to improve the performance of the network (the real-time loop) via
a process of reflection. We demonstrate using an opportunistic networking scenario
the application of the strategy, showing how it can be used to address the challenge of
selfish nodes. We briefly describe our approach to quantifying resilience, and its use in
our scenario. Finally, we show initial results from emulation that indicate that adapting
forwarding behaviour in response to selfish nodes can improve message delivery in
opportunistic networks.

Keywords: Opportunistic networks, resilience, survivability

1. Introduction
Society increasingly depends on networks in general and the Internet in particular for
just about every aspect of daily lives. Consumers use the Internet to access information,
obtain products and services, manage finances, and communicate. Business entities use
the Internet to conduct business with their customers and with one another. Nations
rely on the Internet to conduct government a!airs, deliver services to their citizens, and,
to some extent, manage homeland security and conduct military operations. As the
Internet increases its reach and scope, services traditionally implemented on separate
networks are increasingly subsumed by it.

With this increasing dependence on the Internet and the integration of services in it,
the disruption of networked services may bear severe consequences. Lives of individuals,
the economic viability of businesses and organizations, and the security of nations are
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directly linked to the resilience, survivability, and dependability of data networks. Iron-
ically, the increased sophistication and interdependence of services render the Internet
more vulnerable to recreational crackers, industrial espionage, and information warfare.
In parallel, its expansion to the mobile wireless domain has exposed it to the challenges
of error-prone links, and intermittent network connectivity, raising additional concerns
with respect to its robustness and scalability.

The Internet community realised those challenges early, and in many cases has
responded to them with enormous success. After all, the very first design choice of
datagram routing and maximum flexibility in route retrieval was motivated exactly by
the need for high network resilience. Mechanisms such as optical ring restoration, for
example, have further signified the attempts to strengthen the network operation tol-
erance to failures. Nevertheless, there is consensus in the community that the majority
of these, admittedly important, e!orts have been mainly isolated tweaks rather than
expressions of an overall systematic approach; and the sometimes haunting requirement
for backward compatibility has been one reason for this.

In this paper, we outline an approach to network resilience, based on a general re-
silience strategy being investigated as part of the EU-funded ResumeNet project [1].
We define network resilience as the ability of the network to provide and maintain an
acceptable level of service in the face of various faults and challenges to normal opera-
tion; e!ectively, resilience could be viewed as a superset of commonly used definitions
for survivability, dependability, and fault tolerance. The strategy describes a real-time
control loop to allow dynamic adaptation of a networked system in response to chal-
lenges, and an o!-line loop that aims to improve the performance of the network (the
real-time loop) via a process of reflection.

We have applied this general resilience strategy to an opportunistic networking sce-
nario, illustrating its application. First, we show how our current implementation of
the transport protocol fits into the strategy picture followed by a full circle through the
two control loops at the centre of this strategy. These two control loops are triggered
by the introduction of an additional challenge to the simulation scenario, namely mali-
cious nodes that do not behave according to the transport service specification, by not
forwarding data. The impact of the presence of such nodes is assessed, as well as the
success of a potential remedy, including its costs.

This paper is organized as follows. Our general resilience strategy is described in
Section 2. This strategy is exemplified in a study case on opportunistic networking in
Section 3. Thereafter, the experimentation results derived by our opportunistic net-
working emulator are presented in Section 4. Our conclusions and an outlook to future
work close the paper in Section 5.

2. A General Strategy for Network Resilience – D2R2 + DR
Our research is based on a general strategy for multi-level network resilience, called
D2R2+DR [2]. The strategy describes two nested control loops. The inner control loop
is a real-time adaptation control loop consisting of the stages of Defence, Detection,
Remediation, and Recovery. The outer control loop, called the background control
loop, contains the stages of Diagnosis and Refinement, and operates on a longer time-
scale.

It is common practice to protect networked systems by providing defensive measures.
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With respect to resilience, two lines of defence can be drawn. The first line prevents
challenges from hitting the system, e.g., firewalls. A second line of defence contains
erroneous behaviour within a service to impede failures propagating to other services
or to the application. However, since it is impossible to forecast all potential challenges
and discover every system fault, defensive measures alone are not su!cient to build
a resilient network. Therefore, detection mechanisms must be put in place to identify
deviations from the specified service. The (optimal) result of the detection stage is an
informed report on the detected challenge. Based on this report the remediation stage
applies a resilience strategy in order to maintain the desired level of delivered service,
despite the adverse networking condition; or at least provide a graceful degradation
of the a"ected service. As soon as the challenge ceases, the activated remediation
mechanisms should be discontinued in order to free the resources they consume. We
call this deactivation recovery.

The background control loop deals with the long-term improvement of the system.
The idea is to assess how successful the real-time control loop is in ensuring network
resilience through the various stages outlined above. This is done in the diagnosis stage.
In the refinement stage, the system is improved in response to the outcome of diagnosis,
and also includes, for example, reporting to the operator about challenges that cannot
be mitigated with the installed mechanisms.

3. Resilience for Opportunistic Networks
In this section, we describe the application of our resilience strategy to an opportunistic
networking scenario. Access to the world’s networks has become a commodity in a large
number of countries, where infrastructure, such as optical fibres, is readily available.
However, there are regions, often remote, vast and sparsely populated, and with a
relatively poor economic base, where the deployment of constant connectivity is not
viable. Projects like N4C [3] or ZebraNet [4] aim to provide basic email and (cached)
Web access to such remote areas using opportunistic networks, improving the quality
of life for the population. The N4C initiative, for example, aims to support the desire
of the nomadic Sami people in northern Sweden to attend school remotely, allowing the
family to stay together for a longer time. Providing a resilient networking service is
therefore of importance.

3.1 Service Specification of a Store-Carry-Forward Transport
In opportunistic networks no end-to-end path is assumed. Typically mobile nodes
store, carry, and forward messages upon encounter with other nodes using short range
communication. A store-carry-forward (SCF) transport service [5] allows the forwarding
of data to a node that is not connected to the source at the time the data is sent, if
there exists a ‘temporal path’ between source and destination. A ‘temporal path’ is a
set of links that connects a source and destination over time, where link ln+1 exists after
link ln has existed, and the data is forwarded. Node mobility is thus important for data
dissemination, in that it causes contact opportunities between di"erent nodes and also
allows nodes to physically transport data to bridge areas where no connectivity might
be available.

A malicious node which does not forward data properly breaks this service specifica-
tion by not forwarding data when a ‘temporal path’ exists. It is important to note that
this service specification assumes unlimited storage capacity. The results presented
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below are also based on this assumption. We are currently working on refining the
simulations including this service specification to reflect a more realistic opportunistic
network by limiting the nodes’ memory. However, this also introduces complications,
which we detail in Section 5. pointing to our future work.

3.2 Realising the D2R2 + DR Strategy
Based on the presented network design and the resilience strategy described in Section
2., we now illustrate how the system could be enhanced to cope with misbehaving
nodes that do not forward data for other nodes. The overall strategy we adopt to
mitigating misbehaving nodes is depicted in Figure 1. In summary, we start with an
understanding of the potential capabilities of the network, e.g., in terms of delivery
ratio and delay, based on simulations or modelling, for example. If we detect there is a
deviation from this because of malicious nodes, we adapt the configuration of the store-
carry-forward transport mechanism in order to remediate. A more detailed description
of the realisation of the strategy follows.

Store and 
Forward 
Transport

Store copy counters 
of previous 

communication

Adapt SAF‐
configuration

Reference 
values from 
simulation

Delivered
service

DefenceRemediation/
Recovery

Detection

Figure 1: Control loop steering the transport protocol

Defence A network for opportunistic communication using a SCF transport service is
inherently built to cope with the challenge of episodic connectivity, as described
above. The absence of an end-to-end path is the most dominant challenge the
system has to deal with. It implements the error isolation defence line, as it
contains the challenge within the service making the absence of the end-to-end
path transparent to the application. Other defence mechanisms could include, for
example, using a game theoretical approach to promoting node participation, as
proposed by [6]; a similar approach is being developed in the ResumeNet project.

Detection A simple approach to detecting the presence of misbehaving (or unhelpful)
nodes is for sources to maintain a history of the nodes a message was sent via.
In-turn, receiver nodes maintain a list of nodes they have seen, and the nodes that
successfully delivered a message to them. Either when a source and destination
pair meet during normal operation, or during an o!-line period, e.g., when the
devices are attached to some infrastructure, the receiver transmits its state to the
sender. Using the information received from the receiver, the sender can deduce
which nodes were helpful in forwarding a given message (i.e., delivered a message),
and those who were not, both because they never saw the receiver and because
they chose not to transmit the message (i.e., they saw the receiver, but did not
forward the message).
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This simple algorithm can be extended in various ways, for example, nodes could
begin to share their local knowledge about the utility of various nodes – dissem-
inate information about unhelpful nodes and those that are useful for certain
destinations. The utility of this algorithm in di!erent forwarding scenarios, here
we assume two-hop SCF, and the a!ect various parameters of the algorithm on its
utility, e.g., the amount of state to maintain, will be investigated in the project.

Remediation If a node detects the presence of maliciously behaving nodes, it adapts
the SCF transport service configuration enabling epidemic forwarding. In contrast
to two-hop forwarding, epidemic forwarding utilizes multi-hop paths from source
to destination. A forwarding node is not restricted to forward the data to its
destination but can also forward it to other nodes in the network. Thereby, a
wider spreading of the data is realised leading to more potential ’temporal paths’.

Recovery Using epidemic forwarding as a remedy against malicious nodes comes with
the cost of increased utilisation of storage on the network nodes (see Section 4. for
details). Therefore, the SCF transport service should recovery back to its normal
operation using two-hop forwarding, as soon as the malicious nodes have disap-
peared from the system. This requires additional detection capabilities, which are
currently under investigation in the project.

Diagnosis A diagnosis of the successfulness of epidemic forwarding as a remedy against
maliciously behaving nodes reveals that all data can be forwarded to its destina-
tion and as a side-e!ect the delivery delay is decreased. But the diagnosis also
reveals the high costs this forwarding scheme incurs on the system.

Refinement Based on this diagnosis measures to better balance between the resource
usage of the scheme and the delivery success can be designed. We added an aging
mechanism to the management of the forwarding storage. Messages older then a
certain threshold get deleted from the store. The results of this measure are also
shown below.

3.3 Resilience Metrics for Opportunistic Networking
One of the challenging tasks is to quantitatively characterise resilience in order to eval-
uate the efficacy of architectures and mechanisms being developed in the ResumeNet
project. This is an especially hard problem because of the numerous levels at which
networks are addressed and the interaction between these levels. Given our multi-level
resilience approach, we are developing a framework that enables resilience evaluation
at any arbitrary level. First, we define a service at any given layer boundary. We
then quantify the resilience of the network at this boundary using a two-dimensional
state-space model [7]. Along one dimension, we characterise the service at a given
layer boundary using the metrics that are desired from such a service (e.g., storage
size). Along the other dimension, metrics that define the operational state at the layer
boundary (i.e., metrics that a!ect those defined in the service dimension) are speci-
fied (e.g., data delivery ratio). Finally, we quantify resilience as a measure of service
degradation in the presence of challenges (perturbations) to the operational state of the
network.

In Figure 2, this approach is depicted for our opportunistic networking scenario.
The system’s normal operation (N) is a!ected by the presence of malicious nodes which
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Figure 2: Resilience metric state space

degrade the provided service (C). Applying epidemic forwarding as a remedy allows the
system to deliver the desired service again but with an increased cost (E). Introducing
aging during the refinement phase improves the system to maintain the specified service,
while reducing the cost again (A). Finally, recovery brings back the system into it normal
operation (N).

4. Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed resilience strategy by the presented example of an oppor-
tunistic network scenario. The experimentation results are obtained with the Haggle
architecture [8] running on 20 (virtual) nodes with controlled connectivity. Connectiv-
ity between two nodes follows a two state Markov model with average contact time and
average inter-contact time of 30 seconds and 150 seconds, respectively. This topology
avoids large connected clusters but still gives enough contact opportunities to exchange
data The nodes generate data every 2 seconds with a random destination among the 20
nodes. Haggle o!ers the possibility to dynamically change the forwarding strategy and
resource management policies, for example to age out data carried for a long time. As
a default we use a two-hop forwarding scheme [9] and no data aging. Two-hop forward-
ing has the property to limit the number of transmissions in the network. Intermediate
forwarding nodes may only get data directly from the source; once they acquire data,
they can only pass it on to the destination node.

The study considers four scenarios: normal operation with all nodes using the two-
hop forwarding strategy, challenged operation with 8 out of the 20 nodes refusing to
forward data as an act of selfish behaviour. Assuming perfect detection, we do remedia-
tion on the remaining co-operating nodes by using epidemic forwarding, and refinement
where we periodically age data based on the time in a node’s data bu!er to compensate
for the additional redundancy introduced by epidemic forwarding.

For our evaluation we consider the number of data received at the destination, the
end-to-end delay for all received data, and the number of data in the data bu!er of a
particular co-operating node, measured over a period of 90 seconds. The results are
summarized in Table 1.
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scenario delivered data end-to-end delay buffer
normal (N) 227 37 s 127
challenged (C) 134 (!41%) 31 s (!16%) n/a
remediation (E) 226 (±0%) 18 s (!51%) 942 (+642%)
refinement (A) 246 (+8%) 17 s (!54%) 177 (+39%)

Table 1: Evaluation results.

Selfish behaviour of 8 out of the 20 nodes reduces the number of delivered data
significantly to 59% of the data delivered during normal. The end-to-end delay to deliver
data is reduced by a few seconds, most likely because data with longer delivery time
in normal operation did not get delivered at all in challenged operation and thus does
not contribute to the result. By using epidemic forwarding as remediation mechanism,
the co-operating nodes compensate for the challenge introduced by the selfish nodes
achieving almost the same delivery of data as in normal operation. Furthermore, end-
to-end delay of the delivered data is much smaller because the restriction for redundancy
of two-hop forwarding no longer applies and faster, but longer paths can be used to
deliver the data. However, as redundancy is not restricted anymore, the number of
data on the inspected node increases dramatically from 127 during normal operation to
942 for remediation. The refinement process is considering that aspect by aging data
that was stored on a node for more than 45 seconds. As a result, the data stored gets
reduced to 177 that is again close to the normal operation. End-to-end delay did not
get a!ected, while the number of delivered messages even improved.

To understand that aspect, we need to know that Haggle ranks the data to be
transferred to another node in order of importance and only transfers a certain number
of data to limit congestion. Also, the longer data is in the bu!er of a node, the higher
the likelihood that it already has been delivered to the destination by other nodes.
By aging older data, we thus give priority to newer data to be transferred. Also, the
shorter end-to-end delay allows more data to actually arrive at the destination during
the period of observation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued that resilience is a necessary building block for any fu-
ture network. Despite the fact that many resilience mechanisms have been added to
networks, especially to the Internet, to increase availability and survivability a system-
atic approach to resilience has not been developed yet. We have introduced a general
strategy how to embed resilience systematically into networked systems. We have ap-
plied our strategy to an opportunistic networking scenario, showing first results how
this strategy can enhance the network over time.

The next steps of our work is to refine the service specification for the store-carry-
forward transport service to reflect resource limitations of the network nodes. From this
limitation several complications arise which impact the detection mechanisms, i.e., how
to detect misbehaving nodes in contrast to nodes which dropped data as a result of the
limited storage. Moreover, epidemic forwarding as a remediation mechanism can worsen
the system performance compared to normal two-hop forwarding with some malicious
nodes. Repeatedly applying our strategy to the simulator should enable us to find
suitable mechanisms and more importantly validate the applicability of our resilience
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strategy.
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